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from Web sites to flash card) and peek
sheets, students are finding it easier than
ever to cheat.
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Ch-IMers steps down as Bakes ceach
Women's basketball coach Bud Childers
resigned from his position late Wednesday after
apparently returning from a medical leave.

The latest house featured in "JMU Cribs"
shows off its happmin' hot tub.
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You're getting sleepy...
Hypnotist mesmerizes, entertains audience in Wilson
BY NATHAN CHIANTELLA

BY SARAH SHAHMORIDIAN

SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association debated its elections process Tuesday night in
Taylor 202.
Voting on the election reform
bill did not occur due to lack of
quorum, since two-thirds of the
senate was not present after a
break about 8:30 p.m.
"We had two more amendments to do, but since we didn't
have quorum, we couldn't vote
on it and need to wait," sophomore Chappalear Hall senator
Katie Freind said. "You need to
wait until there are enough senators to vote on a bill"
According to sophomore
Potomac Hall senator Melissa
Laughner, "I was discouraged
because it was really important
that we finish that election
process so we could establish an
elections committee.
"The fact that senators left
even though they knew what
we were going to do [as the senate was nearing a vote] was discouraging and frustrating,"
Laughner added "They knew
that we needed to get it passed,
and some of them just left."
Parts of the bill were questioned through amendments.
The issues of what constitutes
bribery and where SGA should
draw the line were brought up
by College of Arts & Letters senator loshua Porter, a senior.
According to Porter, campus
electn >n candidates should not be
allowed to give voters items
worth more than $1 to vote for
them. "Bribery should be redefined [in the bill)," he said, "with
$1 as the limit rather than $20.
Someone does not need that
much money to get a message
across. Beyond SI is just bribery."
Junior Arts «r Letters senator
Lauren Newman explained her
reasoning for writing the original bill "It was originally said
[in the bill] that no one could
hand out an individual gift in
excess of $20," she said. "If this
amendment passes, bribery will
basically be defined as offering
or promising any person any
monetary incentive or gift in
excess of $1 in value.
"That means these people
can't be handing out gold necklaces. They can't be handing out
cash. People can still get candy,
ramen, goldfish or whatever is
under SI," she said.
SGA is relying on the honor
code, and if candidates are seen
violating this, opponents on
campus can file a complaint,
according to Newman.
The new policy will make a
see SGA. page 5

MORGAN klEHUmtf j**>»ra/*v
Hypnotist Michael C. Anthony put student volunteers undsr his spoil during Ms performance In Wilson Hall Monday
night, Anthony put volunteer* undsr s sleeping trancs (above) or mad* them bslsvs th*y oouW communicat*
through a mads-up version of Chinese. Fiashman Krtsten Post said, "ChaCha and hut broom girlfriend leaping around the
stags was ths most hilarious thing I have seen ink) year"

see HYPNOTIST, page 5

Peer Advisors Program recommends myriad minors to pair with psychology major
BARBER
contributing writer
JMU psychology majors got
helpful advice about minors that
could benefit them in the future.
Peer Advisors Program sponsored a seminar called, "Minors
that Compliment your Psych
Major" in Taylor 404 Tuesday.
Senior Erin Wilkinson, a
BY AYANA

Academic Advising sponsors 'Resumania'
CmiSTOPH
contributing writer
Making the perfect resume
can be challenging, but many
experts from JMU and the
Harrisonburg communir.
untevred their time Monday to
assist student, with this task
stmlclil^ gathered in I'l

contributing writer
Causing men to bounce
across the stage with a broom,
creating fear with nothing but a
belt and making a girl forget the
number six were all in an
evening's work for hypnotist
Michael C Anthony.
Anthony's presentation was
jointly sponsored by the
University Program Board and
the freshman and sophomore
class councils. J ML' students witnessed Anthony's own brand of
hypnosis Monday in Wuson Hall.
"We did not have a hypnotist
last year, so we thought it was
very important to bring one to
JMU this year," said senior
Anthony Marchegiano, UPB
director of cinematic events.
"UPB chose Anthony because
his shows are extremely interactive as well as the fact that he
had never done a show at JMU
before," Marchegiano added.
A line for the show formed
nearly an hour ahead of time.
Upon his entrance in Wilson Hall,
Anthony calmly sat in his Wilson
Hall dressing room very excited
about the upcoming show.
"College shows are great;
they are absolutely my favorite
audiences," Anthony said.
Anthony is not new to the
hypnotist profession as he has
performed full time for 10
years and has grown up
around the art.
"My uncle was a hypnotist,
which is what first got me interested In fact, he actually hypnoazed my mother to not feel pain
.luring the birth of my brother,"
Anthony said.
Ajithony started out with .i
card trick that set the tone for an
entertaining night for students.
Over the next two hours,
Anthony took 30 volunteers
from the crowd on a wild ride
through their own brains. They
were taken into deep slumber
and into the hot sun of the
Caribbean.
There
were
moments when the student volunteers believed they were the

Seminar evaluates psychology minor options
"It's a good
peer advisor, said, "Ifs
^ei to
\aK<w w
hat psychology
idea
what
to know
minors people might want."
The seminar was designed
to help those who cannot get
into the psychology major a
chance to have some sort of
direction with their minor until
they can declare themselves as
a psychology major.

Although it can be beneficial
to have a minor to go along
with your psychology major, it
is not always necessary for better
career
opportunities,
according to senior Allison
Eggleston, a peer advisor.
Another reason not having a
minor is acceptable is that it
allows an individual more time

Experts offer resume-perfecting advice
BY SARA

ToUr.
Snow

Ballroom to have their resumes
edited by various representatives from professional fields.
n*J workshop, "Resumania,"
was sponsored
by
the
Academic Advising and Career
I V\r!i»pment Center.
*cKKSUME.page4

KRISm SK IK>I lCWtmffl*nmtnipliri
-Resumania" brought professionals to workshop resumes

to take additional psychology
courses. A student can learn
about psychology more in
depth and learn how psychology can be applied in society,
Eggleston said.
However, according to
Eggleston, majoring in psychology and adding a minor
allows graduating seniors

more career opportunities.
Among the minors mentioned that can correspond
with a psychology major were
human resource and development, political science, sociology, women's studies, nonteaching special education,
set PSYCH, ptgeS

Signing your life away
Freshman
Maggie
Millar
(right),
sign language
club officer, participated
In the
sign Ian
guags
club
meeting
Tuesday
at 8 p.m.
In Zans
Showker
Hall. All
signing
levels
were
encouraged to
attend.

Interview, resume techniques analyzed
BY KELLY JASPER

contributing writer
Two guest speakers from
Circuit City presented a seminar sponsored by the Madison
Marketing Association on
"resume reviews and interview techniques" Tuesday in
the Health and Human
Services Building.
Andrea Freeman, recruitment manager of Circuit City,
addressed the audience of about
50, saying, "If s a great opportunity to recruit here at JMU for
us. We're very passionate about
resumes and interviewing
because as a recruiter, it's how
we get to know you."
Using a PowerPoint presentation, Freeman guided students through what makes a
good resume. "The first step is
to think about what your
resume should accomplish
before you even begin writing,"

Freeman said. 'Target the company, know who you're dealing
with, know who the audience
is," she said.
Step two, she said, is choosing a format for writing your
resume "Ninety percent of the
time, colk.'ge students should go
with a chronological format,"
Freeman said. She also recommended using bullets in a
resume, not paragraphs. "A
recruiter is going to look at your
resume for maybe 20 seconds
tops," Freeman said.
The third step Freeman
explained is writing your
resume and deciding what to
include. Freeman outlined key
components that should be on
every resume. One of the most
important, she said, is contact
information. "I can't tell you
how many times I receive a
KRISTY NIC H(H K\V\ntfl i<h'i<ygniphti

see INTERVIEW page*
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reviews and interview techniques at 7 p.m. in HHS 1302. All
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3

years and all majors an? welcome to attend and a free color
television will be raffled off. With questions, e-mail Jenna at
dobberjk.

• H.ive vour resunu1 nvtfWld bv .in employer and gain valuable feedback .<i Tcwunwli" bom l to 4:30 p.m. in the PC
Ballroom lor more LnfonnttkMl contact the Academic
Advising and OnxT I Vvolopment office at x8-6555.
• The departnvnt of s*viology and anthropology will have a
nxvption for s»xk»logy students from 2 to 3:30 p.m. in Sheldon
114. For mort' inlbrmation, e-mail wt/lieml or call x8-6171
• There is a Pnjcholog) IVi-r Advising Symposium on
"Minors That Compliment Your Psychology Major" at 7:30
p.m. in Tavlor 404 For further information, contact the Peer
Advisors in Johnston 113 or at xH-6214

House editorial Concealed
gun law endangers
salety ot fellow diners

7

• Sign language club meets at 8 p.m. in Showker 242. All signing levels are encouraged to come. Contact Lisa Ha at hah for
more information.

Darts and pats

7

Student exposes double standard

7

• Club softball will be having an informational meeting at H
p.m. in the UREC informational room. Women of all skill levels are welcome to get information about tryouts. For more
information, e-mail Sarah at muclubioftbaU9lmu.edu.

Letter to the editor: Salary
increases not warranted

8

Letter to the editor: Movie review
puts NRA in bad light

8

Campus spotlight Name three
John Grisham novels and a
Vanilla Ice song

8

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5
• The Muslim Student Association will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Taylor 402. Discussion topics for the meeting will include
plans for this semester, including a speaker event, an outdoor
activity on Eid Mubarak, the essay contest and other items
including students' suggestions for the organization.
Everyone is invited to attend. For more information, visit the
MSA Web site at orgs.imu.edu/msa.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4
• A bliH>d drive will take place from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in
the PC Ballroom. Walk-ins are welcome, but for an appointment call (434) 953-6872.
• Professor Barkley Rosser will present "Human Rights in
the Middle Fast" at Amnesty International's meeting at 7
i.m. in Taylor 402. For more information contact Nadine
Vu at x2-4552 or Kossor at xK-3212 or e-mail rosserjb.

• The JMU College Democrats are holding their weekly meeting at 7 p.m. in Taylor 309. For more information, e-mail
crainjd or visit www.imu.edu/orgs/youngdemocrats.

• Madison Marketing Animation presents Lenora
Hughes from Circuit City to give a seminar for resume
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A JMU student reported tiietarxratt
parking hangtag Jan ?"■
\.r>

?9*12^

0aher was discharged by an
jo\ln Chesapeake Hall Jan.
►m. ..

•- (>u» police lerJtwt
Number of drunk in public charges since
'Aug. 28- 79

i

Properly Damage
unknown sub|
A JMU student reported an unknftton
ject damaged the hood arid driver side
lender ol a vehicle in GA-Jot Jan 26
between midnight and 2:3^

Number C* par!
Jan. 20 and 26

ckets issued between
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Today
Cloudy
High 54 Low 44
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Showers

Wednesday

Partly Cloudy

33

12

Thursday

Partly Cloudy

31

16

28

Snow

21
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Wake me up, don't go-go
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Contemporary music festival
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Tech talk

Recruiting you to watch this

MARKET WATCH

32.87 A

/ustincase you needed an
alternative tor Thursday nights

Preview of Theatre Us "Of Mice
and Men"

Low

Tuesday

v*

11

STYLE

46

Friday

An unknown person pried opert a soda
machine in RockmgharnHall /nd
removed money Jan ?8

10

Lacking attention

WEATHER

Bv SHARON BLBAKNOT
police log reporter
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Equestrian dub feature
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Men's basketball vs Hotstra
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to ptace a classified: Come to The Breeze
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Jim S. Socnacki. associate math
professor, contracted his illness in
Colorado, and there is no evidence
directly linking his condition to
Burruss Hall This information was
mcofrectfy reported in The Breeze
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February 22, 2003
ForKldS /-v
ev Lanes Bowling Alley
Sake / s Register Your Team Today
at Val|

IS

BIG BROTHERS

BIG SISTERS

!

COSMIC BOWLING
FREE game. FREE shoes, and great prizes!

All teams will Bowl for Kids' Sake on Saturday, February 22, 2003,
between 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Valley Lanes.
Please call us at 433-8886 or email us at blgbroQrlca.net
if you have any questions.

Hometown Music
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Need a Sunday Morning Break?

RENTS PA

"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."
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Hair Corral

4344159

"Shenandoah Valley's Hair Care Specialists"

realizing your own spititual path.
For further information about JMU campus meetings,
contact Merle Wenger. mrfurn@msn.com

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUweb.org Phone:867-0073 Sunday Worship 10:30 AM
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1039 Port Republic RD
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Open 7 Days a Week
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"Saddam kills anyone who
shows opposition to his
political party."

Homeland security gets attention

NEWS
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Colorado schools streamline initiative to protect the nation from terrorist attacks.

BARKLBY ROSSER

advisor, JMU's chapter of
Amnesty International

Economics prof speaks on Middle East issues
JMU's Amnesty International chapter discusses human rights concerns
BY TONI DINCAN

contributing writer
A JMU professor spoke on
"Human Rights in the Middle
Hast" in correlation with the role
of Amnesty
International
Tuesday in Taylor Hall.
Harkley Rosser. .i professor
of economics and the advtooi
to JMU's chapter of Amnesty
International, chose to discuss
the Middle East because il is
one of the worst regions in the
world for human rights'
While Amnesty has complaints against Mveral countries in the world, it is the
Middle Hast that has the most
intense conflicts because of
religion, ethnicity and politics
which has resulted in the most
violations, according to Rosser
Amnesty International is an
organization
that exposes
human
rights
violations
throughout the world through
eiitU aii<>n and letter-writing
campaigns, Rosser said.
"Amnesty does not call for
the overthrow of any government, but holds them to the
standards of international conduct," Rosser said. Being a
democracy does not guarantee
that the country has a
respectable
human
rights
record, according to Rosser.
Rosser discussed the conflict
between Israel and Palestine
"Both sides liave big complaints
from Amnesty," he said "Israel
tortures prisoners, has target
assassinations and [bombs) and
attacks civilian compounds.
Palestine authorities are against
Palestine citizens; it is a corrupt

and repressive regime."
Amnesty takes no position
on the threat of war with Iraq
but has acknowledged that Iraqi
leaders violate human rights
and that "Saddam kills anyone
who shows opposition to his
political party," Rosser said.
Amnesty takes no position
on the possible war partlv
because of the impact it will
have on (i\ Uene 'Iraq is a violator of rights in many ways,"
Rosser said. "But civilians [are]
bring killed by bombings in notk /ones
(they are] accidents
I'm sure but civilians are being
killed nonetheless "
Rosser explained Amnesty's
position on more of the Middle
I Mtemcountries, I gypt,anally
to the United States, "verv rigor
ously oppresses political opposition, uses torture and thousands an> held with out trial,"
Kos>er said, adding that
Kuwait, Morocco and Sudan
also employ similar tactics.
However, two countries
are starting to improve.
Tunisia and Ceria, while still
holding political prisoners
and acting repressive, they
are showing positive signs.
"Ceria has some signs of
improvement with their newleader of the Ba'ath parry.
Things are more moderate ...
maybe things will get better,'
RotMf said.
Rosser said Turkey is
probably the most promising
country in its attempts to
improve
human
rights.
"Turkey is a great ally to the
United States and they want

to join the European Union,"
Rosser said. "They have to
have a good record on human
rights to join."
Rosser pointed out that
some violations go unseen. In
countries like North Korea and
Afghanistan
during
the
Taliban regime, "it is so bad
we don't even know what's
going on," Rosser said.
After the lecture, letters
were then written to Burundi
to request that it treat a prisoner, Alexandre Nzcyimana, fairly, letter-writing plays a large
role in Amnesty. "Constant
action generates effective pressure More than 40,000 individual prisoners have been
helped
by
Amnesty
International since our founding in 1961," according to
Amnesty International USA.
"It was surprising to learn
about the human rights violations committed by allies ot
the United States," sophomore Sandra Kirtland said.
"It seems as though most
debates these days are over
war with Iraq ... without paying much attention to the
affect that war or sanctions
will have on the people of the
involved countries. I think it's
important that there is an
organization devoted solely
to the human aspect of the
international scene."
Junior Nadine Wu, president of JMU's Amnesty
International,
agreed.
"I
thought he did a good review.
He went over each country ... 1
thought that was interesting."

Sociology students honored
Mil BSAI KWIliKll,.... ',»„ii.n |*«.*ira|*.i
Economics professor Barkley Rosser, left, and Junior Nadine Wu, right, lead Amnesty
International's meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m. In Taylor 402. At the meeting, Rosser presented his
thoughts on "Human Rights In the Middle East." Wu, president of the JMU chapter of Amnesty
International, said. "I thought |Rosser| did a good review. He went over each country." Among
the topics Rosser discussed were the potential of war with Iraq and the conflict between Israel
and Palestine. "Iraq is a violator of rights In many ways," Rosser said.

Schools incorporate training
for jobs in homeland security
BY CHRIS WALSH

Senior Jacqule Mauer, far left, talks with department head Mary Lou Wylle. second
from left, Monday In Sheldon Hall at the department of sociology and anthropology's
reception for sociology students. Sociology professor Gregory Peter, far right, discussas sociological issues with junior Jesse Hamilton, second from right.

New Shenandoah National
Park finds room for residents
BY LINDA WHKH HK

The Washinxlon Post

For decades, the National
Park Service has created patta
by seizing land and evicting Ihe
tridents Memories o! hard feelings remain nearly 71) yean. ,ilUf
Shenandiiah National Park and
Skyline Drive wen' MldNMud
farther south in this valley
But the bane of tight federal
budgets has been ■ hissing for
the new park's 150 private property owners, who find themselves owners — with VVnren.
Frederick and Shenandoah
counties and four nonprofit
groups - of parts of Cedar
Creek and Belle Grove National
Historical Park, which wasded
icated in ceremonies Mondav .it
Belle Grove Plantation.
Thi I'ark smitfi' onl; am
i >t live managing partners of the
park, responsible for mamd
nance and operations - duties
the Park Service handle's alone
at other sites.
It s the only way for the
national parks in today's world,"
said Wendy O'Sullivan, pn>gram manager for the ran
Service. "It's federal recognition" without federal ownership
Most of the park land It Ntnic, gentle lulls dotted with
gnUing cattle, hMofk homes
.md ,i tew c ml War marten

TKACY A WtKIDWARtvnv *t.v*ini»,»
Bell? Grove Plantation Is one of the attractions at the newly
dedicated Cedar Creek and Belle Grove National Historical
Park In Virginia. By evicting residents and seizing land, the
National Park Service has created partis for the last few
decades. The nation's newest national park was built Monday
In the Shenandoah Valley, some 70 yean after Sher.andoxh
National Park and Skyline Drive were established.

The GiKiin
Three years ago, area colleges and universities hustled
to i re ate courses that would
prepare students for jobs in the
hi Miming high-tech industry.
Now, with the tech economy in shambles, higher education has shifted its focus to one
of today's hottest sectors:
homeland security.
Trade schools, colleges and
universities are offering new
programs in everything from
computer security — key for
pn\enting cvber-atlacks
to
crime scene investigation
valuable for tracking down
terrorists The classes will target those in security-typo jobs,
.is well as those interested in
learning the skills
Some colleges .ire incorporating terrorism study into
regular coursework; others
ii IM i H.Ited pmgrams specifically tor militarv officers
Take Colorado Technical
I niversity, which recently
unveiled cert itic.i tu>n progr.inis degrees and courses in
fields such as computei NCUritv and criminal hmCfc
The university, which has
1,800 students enrolled at its
Colorado Springs campus,
tailored the new program
around the needs of law
enforcement, the military,
local governments and the

privatf sector

46

After [Sept. II, 20011, IW
ivinvestigated what we needed to
There s the potential
do to meet the demands of
that
the nation could he
emplovers/' said David Leasure,
vice president of academic affairs
vulnerable to cyberat Colorado Tech. "We asked
empk>yers what kind ot people
attack...
will they be
looking for,
-TomHutton
what skill sets
DObfOM.
U. of Colorado al Colorado Sprints
are they g»*ng
-*9
to need, where
will the jobs
be."
gence among local state and
The Khool federal government agencies
found law enforcement agenHere's a sampling of
cies, firefighters and medical other offerings:
teams — called the "firstBlair (. ollege or Colorado
responders" to terrorism Springs began ottering .i
attacks — need their workers
"homeland security specialist
to have advanced technical Certification earlier this month
skills to handle new demands
The program
includes
In the event of a terrorist training in emergency preattack, for example, local agen- paredness, legal issues, comcies need to be sole t" commu- munications and medical aid
nicate with each other and pass
The goal is to help students
information toother federal and Itnd fete in corporate or govstate law enfoaement agencies. ernment security and provide
"Information
flow law enforcement officials, firebetween police and firefight- fighters md others with a
ers and other first-responders broader safety background
is a critical element in homeThe Uni\ersit\ ot C olorado
land security," said Eric at Colorado Springs started a
Goodman, dean of manage- program in March to train milment at Colorado Tech.
har) ofllcen from local bases
The university also found a 011 computer network security,
need for computer security said Tom Hutton, a spokesman
workers because companies, tor the university.
the military and local agencies
"There's the potential that
fear cyber-attacks and other the nation could be vulneracomputer bn*ak-ins.
ble to cyber-att.uk. so we feel
The federal government this type ot program is
has made it clear homeland important," he said
-6 6
security is a top priority, earAt Pikes 1'cak Community
... We reinvestigated marking $38 billion this year to College, homeland security
prepare for and protect the has worked its way into crimiwhat we needed to do nation from terrorism. That's nal |usti,e rlaiiwia ^"d1 H'ff
double the homeland Pngel. chairman of the
to meet the demands of nearly
security budget in 2002.
Criminal |uatke Department
Roughly $3.5 billion will go
employers.
"Wv have an introductory
to state and local police, fire- course that addresses issues ot
- David 1*«MR fighters and emergency med- homeland semntv and terrorvKCpmideni ol academic affairs. ical groups. The rest will he ism; it basically gives some
Colorado Technical I'rmmity spent on securing the nation's oversight into what terrorism
borders and sharing Intel!.- is md hoH it altects us."
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RESUME: Casual workshop helps students
m si MI f) mpagel
I think Resumania' isa neat
opportunity for students to have
some hiring eyes look ,it their
resume." said AACD liaison to
the t ollege of Arts & Letters
Rachel Montgomery. She recommended while writing or editing
a resume, just like .inything else,
that students should keep their
target audience in mind
According to Montgomery, a
rvsume serves as a brief >umm«v
rv of relevant qualifications and
experiences
"Basically,
a
resume is an advertisement for
unit-self." Montgomery said.
According to Montgomery,
VI >u should focus tm transferable skills " or things that will
keep a potential employer's

attention. Even unrelated experiences can be helpful in showing an employer the work history and work ethics of an interl u wee Montgomery said.
Rebecca Mattoni, one of the
representatives at "Resumania,"
said one of the most important
aspects of composing a resume is
to "make sure your format is
consistent." Mattomi works tor
Deloitte & Touche, an assurance
and advisory corporation recently named one of Fortune magazine's "Best 100 Companies to
V\ork for in America."
Mattoni said her companv
and several others look for consistency in resumes. She said
this includes spacing and margins, as well as font type and

-66Appearance is very
important; it has to
look very professional.
— Rebecca Mattoni
'Resumania' repraentaliie
Dcloillt & Touche
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size. "Appearance is very
important; it has to look very
professional," Mattoni added.
Something that Mattoni recognized among many resumes
were mistakes with abbrevia-

tions. "You have to make sure
your abbreviations are appropriate," Mattoni said. "This
means that students should
clarify whenever possible, or
make sure to use the commonly
accepted abbreviation that anyone reviewing the resume
would understand."
Junior John Leonard, a
finance major, said he found the
workshop very helpful. "It was
a great opportunity to improve
my resume and have it looked
over by experienced professionals," he said.
A common question that
many students asked representatives was whether to
include high school involvements. According to the

AACD office, the answer
depends on the student's current collegiate status. For
example, to a college junior or
senior, high school experiences might seem outdated.
However, if the student is a
freshman or sophomore, he or
she might want to include
high school experiences to fill
up their resume.
As students came in to the
ballroom, they were asked to
choose the specific employer
they would like to look over
their resume. After that, they
signed up and waited to be
called This way, each student
got plenty of one-on-onc time
with a representative, and they
could ask as many questions as

they pleased.
\ina Stensbv-Hurst, a member of the AACD office who has
organized "Resumania" (or the
past four years, said, "|We| wanted to maintain a fun, comfortable
atmosphere." To do this, the
AACD office chose a Mardi Gras
theme, in which the garters and
helpers m decked i«it in purple and gold beads.
For students who are interested in netting help with their
resumes
but
missed
"Resumania," the AACD office
offers weekly, year-round
resume clinics In the AACD's
Wilson Hall office, faculty
members can help with anything from job searches to
cover letter writing.

INTERVIEW: Professionals offer job-getting tips, advice
ISTERVIEn, from page 1
rvsume that doesn't have an email address or a school address
on it," she said.
Freeman also provided additional tips for resume writing.
When listing skills and work
experience, she said it's best to
use action words tike "developed," "anted" or "analyzed."
TOUI best friend should be
your thesaurus," she said
Freeman said students should
be careful about putting irrelevant
job information on a resume.
Dishwashing experience when
you were age 15 isn't going to help

you get a marketing job now."
Freeman also warned about
putting irrelevant personal
information on a resume.
"Unless a hobby or extracurricular is somehow related to the
job you're looking for, don't put
it on your resume."
She then supplied students
with a list of "Do's and t>m'ts "
On her "Do's" list she included:
making sure to use spell check
and grammar check, adjusting
margins and font for readability
and e-mailing the resume to yourself to check its online appearance.
On her "Don'ts" list, --he

included: sending the resume to
the wrong company and overselling or underselling yourself.
Freeman's final tip on
resume writing was to "make
Mire it Is complete, accurate and
above all, it reflects you."
I'mfessional recruiter Ifnora
Hughes spoke on interviewing
techniques "The first step of
interviewing is to know the
company," she said. She recommends using company Web
sites, word of mouth or job fairs
to obtain information about the
company. "Try to get hi. I.
ground information about the

history, the size and the location
of the company," she said.
"Know who the leading competitors are and the positions
and departments of the company you want to work for."
The next step is to know
yourself, Hughes said. "Be able
to summarize your educational
experience,
know
your
strengths and weaknesses and
know where you want to
work," she said. "It's also
important to know your preferred starting salary and your
, m go-*!1- ■','<i objectives "
Hughes also provided a list

of "Do's and Don'ts.'' On her list
of things she recommends, she
said students should arrive
early to interviews and be prepared to stay late, dress appnv
priately and conservatively and
double-check the time and location of the interview. She recommended against speaking poorly of past employers and giving
the appearance that you are
only interested in a job because
of its geographical location.
Hughes' final advice on
interviewing is to "make the
overall best impression you can
and ... make sure you do your

prep work and research."
At the and of the presentation. Freeman and Hughes raffled off a 13-inch television
donated by Circuit City. It was
won by junior Kristin.) Davis,
who said she was "glad to have
attended the event"
Co-Pa'sident of the Madison
Marketing Association Kristen
Acuto, a senior, agreed. "1
learned many valuable techniques to prepare a resume,
including what should not be
addressed, pertinent information |o include and the pniper
length," she said.

ASHBY CROSSING
Rib Dinners

$9.99

Downtown: 433-3917
Call Ahead

I

don't get
without an apantment'

Qm to iW^-'

JMU's Semester in London has
limited spaces available for
Fall 2003 and Spring 2004!

Come to Ashby!
-*«ii 2002

u/e affl havt <4 tahoorm available
and can azsiqn ifou one on the spot!

Participant

Turn in your application and
enter to win a FREE DVD PLAYER!

'PLY NOW!
r mort information or an application visit the
Office of International Program*, 5077

''

Main Street. 5*^6419 ill
www.jmu.edu/irrftrnalional or contact!
Chariot Turner, Ph.D.
Director, Semeiter in London
fumercr@imu.edu, 561-6494

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001
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HYPNOTIST: Student
volunteers get big laughs

HYPNOTIST, from pagt 1

mod attractive people in the
world and others when they
believed they amid communii.ilc through a made-up version of Chinese.
At any one point on stage
throughout the night there
were at least five things going
on that sparked outbreaks of
uncontrollable laughter from
the audience.
To finish the show,
Anthony convinced the volunteers that he did not hypnotize them, but instead he
hypnotized them lo believe
th.it he was unsuccessful until
they stepped off the Wilson
Hall stage, at which point the
memorial of the night would
flood back to the volunteers.

The second their feet touched
the carpet, participants'
cheeks blushed and heads
shook from side to side as if
they were astonished or
embarrassed.
Anthony left the stage to a
standing ovation, and students
said they thoroughly enjoyed
the show.
"I thought the show w.is
amazing," freshman Kristen
Post said. "Cha-Cha and his
broom girlfriend leaping
around the stage was the most
hilarious thing I have seen
this year.
"I'm sure it will take years
of therapy to erase that image
from my mind."
Anthony said he has been
talking to VH-1 about a reali-

ty show tentatively titled
"Trance
Rock."
Anthony explained the
show, saying, "The premise
is we invite fans on stage,
then hypnotize them into
believing they are in fact the
rock stars they idol. The
twist, though, is that we then
bring out the real rock star
and hopefully have them
interact." He added that
there was also the possibility
of hypnotizing people to
believe they are the stars,
then having them open the
concert of that very star.
Anthony said to look for
this show in the coming
months; for more information,
check
his
Web
site,

SGA: Reform debated

www. michael-anthom/xom/.

SGA, from page I

student's ability to file a
complaint more known,
according to SGA President
Levar Stoney.
Senior Andrew Dudik, student member of the Board of
using the two subjects to
Visitors, said he disagreed
analyze what makes a family
with the appearance of
-66and how a family is supbribery in any form. "It's
I learned a lot about posed to be viewed in socie- wrong in a state election, a
2, senior Amanda Sawetz- federal election; why shouldtwo minors that I
lasener said.
n't it be wrong in a student
Biology and statistics are
election? Any bribery is
could do at the
both good minors for psycholowrong," he said.
gy as well because they provide
Others agreed, which
same time.
the opportunity to have good
eventually
brought
the
-Anita Wiley-Hoiman quantitative, research, comput- amendment to restrict gifts
freshman
er and writing skills, according
to pass.
to junior peer advisor Beth
As SGA election voting can
99 — Mold. It also allows an individ- be done online this year, some
ual to understand research
senators said the polls should
remain open for two days.
countries. Saunders said experiments better.
Although
there
are
many
The amendment eventually
political science is useful with
options
for
a
psychology
minor,
was rejected.
cognitive skills.
Newman said two days
Sociology and women's this seminar helped to narrow
would be more flexible for stustudies are both good minors the options down for some students and thus allow better
to accompany psychology dents. Freshman psychology
voter turnout.
because they are interrelated, major Anita Wiley-Hoiman
Turnout
is
usually
said junior peer advisor Mid, "1 learned a lot about two
between 10 or 15 percent of
Katie Welborn.
Welborn minors that I could do at the
the student body, Stoney
said, "Psychology focuses on tame time. The family studies
said. The 2000 campaign had
the individual level; sociolo- [minor] is really good for [the
child
psychology
major]
and
so
17 percent turnout, which
gy focuses on groups."
was the highest in recent
Women's studies helps to is the non-educational special
times, he said.
dissect society's perception education program." For more
According to Newman, "If
of women and the construc- information about psychology
we expand this to two days,
tion of gender roles. WM . minors, the peer advising proWeb
site
is
we'd get more people to
family issues minor also is Kam's
p://cep.jmu&lu/peeradvising.
[vote[," she said. "Some
connected to psychology by

PSYCH: Students discuss minors
rSYCH.fwm page 1
biology and statistics. Other
minors included at the workshop were communications
sciences and disorders, gerontology, criminal justice and
human services.
Although there are courses
that students have to take for
each minor, the minor also can
be fulfilled with classes thai
help
complete
General
Education requirements. Each
minor allows psychology to be
applied in society in more than
one way.
Human
resource and
development allows people to
work with industrial organization psychology. This gives
people the opportunity to
have specific job skills in
industrial delivery and group
facilitation, according to junior
peer advisor Glenn Spitler.
Senior peer advisor Katie
Saunders said political science and psychology provide
better research skills, emphasize research of social science
and give students a better
knowledge of analyzing the
governments of different
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James Madison inivci

nual

Service Fair
February loth
nam-3pm
PC Ballroom
Wondering mfaf to do after graduation}
Have you ever thought about making a difference?
Come hear from numerous
organizations that provide full-time
service opportunities!
The Peace Corps, Araericorps, Jesuit Volunteer Corps & Mercy
Corps are just several of the organizations that will be there!
Sponsored by:
Cammunilj Service Learning A Catholic Campus Minlitrj
Please direct tM inquiries to:
Gwen Lowk\ut Gerber
loudengm@imu.edu Campus phone: 8-3461

major," Arts & I .otters senator
Connie Maxwell, a senior, said.
Some senators said this
was not fair to students who
... this is the first time wanted to have a say in both
"Say I am a resident at
we've done electronic areas.
Blue Kidge Hall and I'm a
music
major I have different
voting. We should see
lltues lor m\ music major and
how that plays again in want to speak out also for
Issue* at my hall. If I can vote
voter turnout first.
for both, I'll have two people
represent my specific con— Kevin Winters to
>rius," junior representative
senator. College of Arts & Letters
lames luflttgl MM
"What works is one student, one vote, so let's keep it
M it is
sophomore Krissy
Schnebcl said. "All enrolled,
full-time students in a resimight have rltttfe thi
time. It just allows more room dent hall are eligible and
encouraged to vote for that
for them."
According to mloi Kevfa hall's senator.
Winters, senator from the
Future speakers also were
College of Arts & Letters, List mentioned during the meeting.
year's election might have had Rapper-turned-preacher Mase
poor voter turnout, but that's no will be speaking on Feb.18 at 6
excuse to extend the voting time p.m. in Wilson Hall.
An MTV "Real World" or
to two days
Road Rules" speaker is
"Then again," he said, 'Minplanned to come speak in late
is the first time we've doni
ironic voting. We should see March, as well. "We're not
how that plays again in voter sure yet," Junior Class
Council Vice President Mike
turnout first."
The "one person, one Devil said. The class council
vote" amendment, as it's is sponsoring the speaker,
along with the Universit\
called, passed.
"If you live on campus, you Program Board. "Basically,
vote for your residence hall. It we're trying to get a hold of
you live off, you vote for your their agents right now."
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The sun is out at
Caribbean Tan!
Spring Break Specials
Lost & Found for Jewelry
Left in Our Rooms

loTans $40.00
20 Tans $60.00
NO Appointment Needed

Tan till Spring Break $50.00

Super Beds

Tan till the End of the Semester $100.00
Tan for the rest of 2003 $160.00
Just Walk In

o

Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

CO

Stand-up Beds

Q

Cyber-Domes

£

433 - 9989
No Waiting Due to the Large Number of Beds
y

mpa

JAC card Welcome

Caribbean Tan, Inc.

The Largest Tanning Salon at JMU!

$10

Caribbean Tan

$10

Good Feb. 2003 ONLY
NAME

"This coupon is only good with
packages $20 and up.

ADDRESS.
PHONE

*Only 1 coupon per person

$10

o
Going

$10

TEN DOLLARS

(

Going
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Tfieasant R\m Townfiome5
are almost gon<
Only 4 homes left!
If you are an individual or a pair looking for a place
to live, come to the Pheasant Run model home on
Thursday, February 13th from 3-5pm to meet
potential roommates. Pizza and
beverages will be served.
Pheasant Run offers the most comfortable
student housing available, at a price that
can't be beat. Starting at $270/month.
Call 801-0660,
e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
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It's not very romantic to have anniversary dinners over e-mail.

Perhaps our problem is thai the classroom is the only place where we are
forced to concentrate on one thing for
more than a moment or two.

OPINION

DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior
see column, page 8

tee house editorial, Mow
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EDITORIAL

Students lack enough attention span to read editorial
HIST 327: EUROPEAN WSTftfV PAifyTgAU-

ECofJ ICO: SW PlVlUG rAACflOKotJe-MlcS

PHIL V2S- PHILOSOPHY UKTSTUN& LEAGUE

The average reader won't get halfway through this editorial.
As students in a society where entertainment and information come from all
sources, with new outlets popping up
every day, traditional teaching techniques are starting to be associated with
prehistoric rituals.
According to the Feb. 3 issue of Vie
Breeze, "Whether it's due to the time of
day, room temperature, lack of sleep or
fantasizing about more alluring things
to do with one's time, it seems student's attention spans are not holding
up in the classroom."
Those students who are not hindered
by a clinical problem like Attention
Deficit Hyperacrivity Disorder should
be able to sit through boring lectures and
PowerPoint slides.
Perhaps our problem is that the classroom is the only place where we are
forced to concentrate on one thing for
more than a moment or two. Outside of
that intellectual arena, we find that
media sources distribute tidbits of information with attractive visuals and bright
colors. According to The Breeze article
Richard Winter, author of "Still Bored in
a Culture of Entertainment" said, "When
stimulation comes at us from every side,
we reach a point where we cannot

respond with much depth to anything."
But can we blame media and the
entertainment industry? As students,
we cannot expect the information to
come to us each class in MPEG format.
There is a point when we must absorb a
large amount of information without
taking shortcuts or only reading chapter
titles. Although the skilled and desper- «/**•"<
ate have managed to survive on the
CliffsNotes meth(»d to learning for some
time, there is a point where we must
take initiative to leam thoroughly what
we are here lo learn.
Although it is easy to get caught up
in the popular student activities of flipping through humorous Web sites or
watching marathons of reality TV, we
forget how much more fulfilling it can
be to dig deeper into a novel or a textbook. Rather than small doses of information from various sources, a more HATH
thomugh knowledge of a single topic
could enrich and inspire those students
who seem to be bored with everything.
For now, we'll keep this editorial and
its point concise in order not to lose anyone's attention. We should take advantage of the opportunity to leam all there
is to leam about something before we
leave this university. Making it through
all 400 words of this column was a start.

VW- THREE-Ri^ CAICULUS
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Shock the World

ig day not big deal

Darts

4 fiii.Min suhmih'danon\mtHisl\
ami printed im a tpare available basis.
Subniiwnm\ are baud upon ime person's
opimon <>< (i VIMII \iiiuilion. person or event
■mdtio not iutY\uml\ reflect the truth.
I>,DI\

KhahlGarriott

&

Pats

E-mail darts and pan to brec/cdp@holnuil.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-changing-our-tire" pat
to the nice guys at Neighbors who
changed our flat tire Friday night even
though they were drunk. And even
though it MnM snowing. And even though
I ate their fries while they did it.
Unit »i fry three girls who managed to run
over a curb on their way to Ashby.

A "the-dessert-station-in-D-haII-is-not-theappropriate-place-for-exorcising-demons"
dart to the group of people conducting the
exorcism Sunday.
From a D-hall employee who was not impressed
by the siiow you all put on.

Pat...

Dart...
An 'Tm-tired-of-going-hungry" dart to
D-hall for putting non-vegan food in the
vegan comer.
twin a junior who couldn't help but find
humor uluti the manager slie complained to
touidn't mm pnmounce tlie uvrd vegan.

Pat...

A "thanks-for-being-a-good-sport-and-living-la-vida-loca" pat to my roommate for
wearing a T-shirt on campus I designed due
to a Super Bowl bet.
From a pleased roommate an.', die-hard
Tampa Bay fan.

Dart...

A "you-ari'-my-ISAT-stud" pal to
the guy t>».it helped me set up the alecIronic tcjuipmenl before my group
meeting Monday.
Siii/ in fcy the jrirl who was a little loo excited n> m ha pmattMm video on two screens.

An "it's-a-fixed-mildl-structuiv" dart to the
naked girl who tried to make love to the statue of
ex-president and our university's namesake,
James Madison, Saturday evening.
From an amused passerby who appreciated
tlie gesture but doesn't think Dolly would find
it as funny.
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I.iv finally
After years of waiting and
anticipation, you've made it.
The countdown is over and
you can begin celebrating
YOU'lC finally 21.
But is all the hype surrounding this monumental occasion
really worth it? Why are some
people so anxious to turn the
"Big 2-1" that they can't seem to
live their lives normally?
OK, if you'n' wondering,
I'm not 21 yet. March 18 is the
big day, in case you were curious. (All birthday donations
are accepted).
That said, it has come to my
attention recently that people
our age seem to be obsessed
with finally being able to drink
legally. Even people who
wouldn't conattter ifmnwlva
"big drinkers" are getting in the
act. It isn't uncommon to see a
countdown to a given person's
21st on his or her AOI. Instant
Messenger pmfile, regardless ot
how much alcohol he or she
actually consumes on a regular
basis. Granted, most would
agree that 21 st birthdays are bigger events than most other
birthdays, but they're still just
one day long. At the end ot the
day, you're a year older, not any
wiser and probably just under
some kind of influence.
What's so special about
being old enough to drink an)
way? I'm going to go out on a
limb and say that a majority of
college students - |MU students included — participate in
underage drinking .it some
level. Especially at parties
around town, il is very easy to
get your hands on an alcoholic
beverage nyardless oi vour age
I can't mnember the last time I
saw someone at an apartment
party ask people walking in the
door, "Excuse me, are vou 21?
We don't serve minors tunSo let's be honest, most of us
have consumed alcohol heron
turning 21. Heck, I know pU-nt\
of people who started drinking
even before they learned how to
drive. St) now that the big day
has finally come, is it really that
much different than before? I
suppose the main difference lies
in being able to actually go out
— to bars, rtsfaurants, public
places where alcohol is served

,nut, tor lack ot | Ix-tter term,
get blit/ed. But just when you
get excited about finally escaping the boring, low-key quarters
of vour apartment or house.
Virginia law enforcement cracks
down on public drunkenness.
According to an article that
appealed In the |an. 23 issue of
TV Breeze, Virginia police in
conjunction
with
the
Dapartmenl
of
Alcoholic
Beverage t ontrol ATV enforcing
a law thai pmhibits being intoxicated in a public place. In one
instance, a Reston man was
arrested and charged with a
misdemeanor atter authorities
watched him sing a karaoke
version of "(ingle Bell K*>ck
dressed in a Santa Clause suit.
What better way to celebrate the
holidays, right?
Wrong. Mike Heidig was
alk'gedly intoxicated enough to
warrant the attention of local
police and subsequently taken
to jail. He was one of nine people arrested in IXvember 2002
loi public intoxication, according to Vhc Bm
What does this law mean for
students who finally are legal?
It means that along with your
new-found freedom comes
greater responsibility.
No
longer can you celebrate your
21st by gi"tting (insert any synonym tor "intoxicated" here) at
a bar without running the risk
or getting m tnmble with the
law. It means even though
you're over the legal age to consunn .iKohol, you'n1 in public
and therelorc subjeci to Ihe 00fl
sequences of your actions. And
most of all, it means you should
pick a different holiday Ming to
slaughter karaoke-stv !e. 1 recommend Marian Cany'i "All I
Want for Christmas" — it's so
bad to begin with that it would
n t even matter
Now don't get me wmng
I'm not saying you should eele
DflMC vour 2lst birthday In sit
ting in your nx>m alone and
drinking yourself to oblivion
because you're scared of the
cops (even though it's cheaper
and more convenient). But 21year-olds
and anyone at a
bar or n'staurant (or that matter
— should he smart about how
thl \ in KtlM and when to
stop drinking. It's all fun and
games until you get thrown in
the slammer and get a S250
misdemeanor charge |ust ask
Meuhg.
The next lew months s.s in to
I HIRIItllW
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Christianna Andrews

Cary Bell

senior psychology

sophomore, SMAD

OPINION

MATT C ARASEUA/lMtor phototn^hn

Rachel Church
senior. English

Darcy Brown
junior, psychology

Topic: What's your favorite word starting with the letter"N"?
■ On The Serious Tip

Valentine's Day unexplained
Who was St. Valentine? The
national day or misery coming
next Friday is named for the
guy. But for all I know he was
just an overrated pimp. Or
maybe for those of us who don't
appreciate spending 100 bucks
for a dozen roses and ladkf
cards, he was a mawvhist.
laughing .1! us now
KUMU has a National
Women's Day. where the nun
honor all the people fortunate
enough to be bom with the ability to have multiple orgasms —
or rich enough to afford all the
San Francisco surgcrv.
America,
instead,
has
Vak-ntine's Day. Ours is better
The men don't just spoil girls lor
being girls. They have to earn
the praise by putting up with us.
If you aren't already tied
down and restricted to your
special someone and thentonobligated to spend next Friday
night with only this one person,
then Valentine's Day can be
more fun for you. Every person
you encounter for the next week
can be a prospective valentine
What an honor to be asked if
you'll be someone s Valentine

DavidClementson

What does that mean anyway? Is it just a cute thing lusn
Ufa asking your elementary
school friends if you can hand
them a Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtk' Valentine and some disgustingly nasty "Be Mine" heart
candy? Or does it mean something more — to ask someone to
be your Valentine — like committing to hold her hand, escort
her to a party and pump the keg
for her? Not many guys are willing to give into that kind of
commitment. So girls should
feel honored when guys offer to
share Valentine's Day with them
and give them expensive gifts.
But fellas, don't take the
opportunity lightly. Pick em
carefully. Girls with wild mood
swings are good. If you h.ne .1
girl who's schizo and bipolar,
your friends will hear you getting phone calls and think
vou'rea major pimp

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Bar nights may threaten although 1 disagree. But also, by been slashed, and students and
leaving out options for a safe their parents have had to
Some guys are old-fash- safety of crty residents
ride home, the council is also absorb significant tuition
ioned, just looking for three To the Fditor:
not promoting safety for stu- increases. Faculty and staff at
things in a girl: a kind heart, a
I'm glad you printed a story dents or for the city in which JMU have received no salary
sweet spirit and a hot, sexy Monday about the senior class'
lor the last two years
body. But don't ignore the new "Bar Nights" event. It will they live
Brad Jenkins and none are in sight.
face. It's embarrassing to be at help me plan where not to
Class
of
'99
Perhaps
tin- university can
a party, dancing with a girl drive during the next fewjustify these salary increases.
with a burlap sack over her Wednesday nights.
But it won't do to contend that
head. And it's important to
I don't mind if students Current budget makes
some administrators have
enjoy having conversations want to have a good time or
retired and others have taken
with the girl. It's not very drink while they do it What pay raises questionable
on more responsibilities and
romantic to have anniversary I'm concerned about is a
thus merit raises. Mnnv people
To the Editor
dinners over e-mail.
class council encouraging it
Last fall the James Madison in the university and state have
Valentine's Day should be a
and not presenting any University
administration taken on more responsibilities
time of significant joy and love, options for those who may
1
in response to dramatic
not pressure and empty wallets. not be sober enough to drive. announced promotions of that
of
its
highest-level
administra- decreases in (he state funding
It shouldn't be a nasty, cruel As a Harrisonburg resident, 1
l here was no mention that of programs. Moreover anv
Singles Awareness Day.
am concerned that the addiretirements
I ast week on CNN's tional business bars receive these promotions came with savings from
"Crossfire," |erry Springer because of the event may substantial salary increases. might have been allocated to
— the utmost authority on also mean more drunks on How substantial? The recently instruction rather than to
published faculty and staff administrators who are, by any
compassion and humaneness our city's streets.
salary list reveals that the small- reasonable measure, alreadv
— said he would end his
I hope the class council will est increase was $21,000, the well compensated.
show if President George W. encourage students to bring a
For too long the upper reachBush would end his seem- designated driver or will pro- largest more than $31,000
ingly-inevitable war against vide some form of transporta- Collectively over $77,000 in es of the JMU administraiion
Iraq. What a beautiful tion for students — for the stu- raises was allocated to just three have resembled a closed society.
Valentine's Day we'd all dents' sake and for the safety of people working at the universi- Numerous national searches
ty. It is worth noting that these funded by taxpayers
have if that happened.
my family, friends and neighDavid Clemcntson is a senior bors who drive the city's administrators already earn six- to result in the hiring of internal
figure salaries, which are two to candidates over external ones
political science major and wishes
streets. I also hope the police
everyone a Happy Valentine's Day, department takes notice of lour times greater than those who might bring much-needed
earned by most faculty mem- scrutiny to the university's
whatever that means.
these areas and steps up patrols bers and four to six times opera lions. This has created the
to be sure we are safe from greater than those earned by appea ranee of cronyism at JMU,
drunken driven
most staff members
which is substantiated only by
Senior Brian Austin is quotThere is currently a budget the awarding of extravagant
ed
in
the
article
as
saying,
"In
no
provoked by people you swear
crisis in this slat.'. Many state raises to a select few.
an' looking out for your best way are we promoting drink- positions have been eliminatRichard Lippke
ing."
Perhaps
he
is
right
interest. But waking up the next
ed, university funding has
religion and philosophy dept
day with at least some recollection of where you were, who
you went home with or why
there's green vomit on your
shoe has obvious advantages.
Want to write whatever you want right in this place?
Khahl Carnott is a junior
Apply to be Opinion Editor.
SMAD major iito uwi'l remember
by Feb. 14.
all of his 21st hirtliday. hut is surf Submit a co»er letter, resume and five clips to the Editor in Chief of //„ /(,,,
II Inn better wa\ to celebrate \bleniln> '» Dm than in rmite toAnihnn\ Seem
lie it<ill never forget it.

BIRTHDAY: 21st still one day
HIRTHDA r, from page 7
be the time of the year for 21st
birthdays Several of my friends
who are junkirs recently have celebrated being abk' to consume alcoholic beverages legally. All the "I
can't wait until I'm 21 so I can get
wasted" declarations will continue, but come on, ask yourself.
"Has being underage stopped
me before from getting obliterated?" I can all but guarantee

the answer is a n'sounding "No
And oh yeah, one last thing,
it's probably more enjoyable if
you actually remember the
night you turned 21. After all,
chances are you've looked forward to it for so long, why not
actually be coherent enough to
remember it? This can be a hard
mantra to follow as you're taking shot after shot — all the
while Mng eiuinir.i^ed and

Greetings, friends.

Dine-In or
Cany-Out
Cocktails
Catering

Wc Specialize in:
K antoitev.■NAX ■liau n
•Mandarin Cuisine

Welcome Parents

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
We always use the freshest ingredients.
Lunch: Mon.- Fit $5.25, Sat & Sun $6.25
Dinner Mon. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. - Sun. $8.95

OPEN
Sunday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11:00 a.m.- 11 p.m.

-'.

Urmnj

IM

-

(540)564-1810
(540)564-1922

For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go
438-9993

1790, # 120 E. Market St. • Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • (Next to Kroger)

Harrison burg's First Cocktail Lounge

±1
47 Crmn
Coart ■■—
Scraart
Do* m ow* Hamaoobtiri
ft* .Vm .IwfMi *» *. Ann

COFFEE ST

CocK-frtiLS

Hot, CtU. aWK Wrwkj m Ckacriaty!

Artful Entree* ♦Deli Saodnichcs and Wrapt ♦ Sahtdi ♦ Dawem ♦ Pianei
♦ S-mom ♦Maalc ♦ Movicf ♦ Poetry ♦ Art ♦ Theater ♦ Daacwj

Visit us at www.ArtfulDoilner.org
•
•

CheAoWowMoatiJyEveaU Calendar

Join the Peapr Alter Dart lull toll Sign up today to aim Free IXinql

Revitalizing Downtown one cup at a time!
Buy one get one FREE! taM* *»**..*,
ORSLMofTaa) Caciuaiil'w/ thii ad tip. 1/18/03) I

I pcomfnrj I ^ ciils
r\

I liiirsrluv \irilil

Ll%V •!.!//. Garth ('•■iiirlrx U.mrl Jinni

Even Siiiiir«ln\ \i.«|lit Danrln'al Ihe Dodger 10pm
February 14th Valentlne'a l>»\ Lnicr*' K>w-k !)::tOr>m
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COMICS
Drink to That

Patrick Bredland

BRNATRIX SALOM
/VfAHTFJe

* LATE NIGHT SPECIAL *

S

31 Soulhgcile rl 201
Harnsonbuiq VA
442 7400
Across horn Bob Wade
Liticotn/Mt

$1000 Haircuts

433-7272 iPMJUBBl
433-7272
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza

until March 6th
Students with I D
vyni* tnt wttcornc
Full haircut service only $25
(Does not apply to chemical services)

9 am 6pm Tuesday Fr .day
Saturday 9am 4pm

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates
M. CATHERINE SLUSHER, M.D.
HERBERT E. BING, M.D.
JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.

C LARRY WHITTEN, M.D.
LOUIS E. NELSON, III, M.D.
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D.

LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND
BREADSTICKS

ONLY $10.00
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY!
1:30 am Mon-Thurs 3:30 am Fri & Sat
sL_
12:30 am Sun

SHERRY L. DRIVER, FNP

AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03

Gynecoloy and Obstetrics
2291 Evelyn Byrd Avenue
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
(540) 434-3831 • 1-800-545-3348
Fax (540)432-0518

LARGE ONE TOPPING
$8.50 W/COUPON

innamon Bear Bakery & Deli
Coming Soon...

FLEX!

St tune t& widen, cfoun
WE DELIVER

£££VilVJ5 VOU A VA£i£TY
OF HSALr^M FOODS

* Wraps
* Salads
* Homemade Soups A Sandwiches
*Comc in and try a chai!
600 University Blvd. Beside Costco ft nTelos
Between Sheetz a JMU Arboretum

433-3352
Toll Free: 888-395-3082

Mon • Frl 7am ■ 8pm
Sat 7am - 5pm Sun 10am ■ 5pm

600 University Blvd.
Harrisonburg
(Next to COSTCO)

* DELIVERY AVAILABLE! CALL 438-9993 (Dinner-To-Co) *
Clststc dejljn with «n ARTISTIC flair by JMU sljmna C«rl« VjnPelt

TODAY! ffam-3pm
College Center Ballroom
Sponsored by AACD.

Go to www.jmu.edu/career for more in

■ass**- '
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 trie most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Feb. 6). You'll be passionately curious this year, exploring all sorts of hidden nooks
and crannies. Romance doesn't look bad, either You won't pick the right path every time, but this ought
to be interesting!

Aries March 21 -April 19

wi

fifr

Today is a 9 - You're on a roll, but there's
still work involved. You make it look
easy, but deep inside you know it's a
matter of skill.

, Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Today is a 5 - The more you finish now, the
closer you get to a nice bonus. Don't spend
it before you get it, though. Not even for
something that would make the job easier.

^-. . Today is a 5 - Make those home improvetalA^ ments that you've been contemplating.
&W Don't put up with an uncomfortable situation any longer. You can find a way.

Gemini May 21-June 21

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

_
a\lam
'rfi}
/'V\

. Today is a 10 - You're on a roll! Using your
^«A quick wit and lightning-fast reflexes, you
■OH? wow the fans and steal the show! Don't get
nasty, though, or it'll cost ya.

Today is an 8 - Youll be moat successful
with the help of an inquisitive partner. If
you can find someone who's also magnetic. forceful, dynamic, good-looking and a
team player, perfect! You score!

14

_
Today is a 5 - Go ahead and rip out the
-|£
thing you don't like, and replace it with
,3k> something you do like. The peace of mind
*"-*» you achieve is worth the cost _ within reason, of course.

Today is a 5 - You may not think you're up
to the task that's landed in your lap, but
1 others think you'll do it well. Allow yourself to be well compensated, too.

Lao July 23-Aug. 22

T^

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Today is a 10 - You're ready to set the
world on fire, but take time to draw up a
plan. A little technical expertise will also
help a lot. If you need it, get it.

Today is an 8 - You're the brains behind the
operation, so make sure that you keep the
others on course. Harness their enthusiasm
* in order to easily get what you want.

DC
TV

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Today is a 5 - Continue to seek full payment
for work you're doing and work already
done. You could get a pleasant surprise.

t Today is a 5 - A situation that at first seems
like an awful mess could be a blessing in
disguise. Don't just sit there. Create!

0:

—Tribune Media Services
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29

38

38

4?

43

30

32

33

M

80

37
41

40

44

46

47

50

H
55

56
82

64

65

67

68

49 AAA suggestion
50 Barstool dropoff
51 Draft classification
53 Man of the
manor?
61 Revere
62 Exchange
charge
63 Leisure

64 Vacation ship
65 Tangible
66 Actor Arkin
67 Slumgullion
and goulash
68 Fax button
69 Framing
upright

1

48

49

■ I

51

61

ACROSS
1 Rip off
5 Lai. list-ender
9 Coolldge's VP
14 "Africa" group
15 Bird of peace
16 Skirt
17 Aroma
18 Think-tank
product
19 Keyboard
comic Victor
20 Pulp producer?
23 Weapons talks,
briefly
24 Concealed
25 Gym padding
28 Teases
31 Summer cooler
34 _ committee
36 Shoe width
37 Cogito sum
38 Con pro?
42 Hideous creature
43 6/5/68 assassination victim
44 Second
decade
45 Carmine
46 Dupes

31

,.

36

35

54

13

24

■

26

34

53

12

'
,.

22

21

■

11

10

7

'

45

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan 19

Cancer June 22-July 22

1 1
6

3

'

25

Taurus April 20-May 20

2

17

Libra Sept 23-Oct 22

Today is a 9 - You're looking very good,
• and your friends can't help but no*
Enjoy yourself immensely, but don't gossip
It's beneath you.

1

u

57

DOWN

1

.

1 Wait a minutel
2 Musical conclusion
3 On the peak of
4 _ the pity

5 Suitable as food
6 So far
7 With, in Aries
8 Security problem
9 Rubble
10 Keep clear of
11 Viral lump
12 Border
13 Prognosticator
21 Dressing
option
22 " of Fortune"
25 Military officer

26 Traditional saying
27 Greene's "The
_ Man"
29 Items in cubicles
30 Meriwether or
Grant
31 Wok, e.g.
32 Go-between
33 Scandinavian

35 Senor's cheer
37 Mama in a
wool coat?
39 Speak
pompously

40 Classroom
Instructors' grp.
41
46
47
48
50
52
53
54
55

Perplexed
Gondoliers
Sea off Corfu
Wrap around
Scatter
Vicinities
Guys' dates
Perfect prose
Fourth little
piggy's fare
56 Neighboring
planet
57 "The African
Queen" screenwriter
58 Beer ingredient
59 Jacob's twin
brother

60 Tear apart

A M

mmoDTs DOING IV.
So what are you waiting for?
If you've dreamed of living in
your own luxury apartment,
welcome to the reality of
Sunchase Apartments.
Availability for next fall is
nearly gone, so if you want
to experience the thrill of living

at Sunchase, you'd better hurry.

Experience the Thrill...

You friends are there,your luxury apartment is there,
shouldn't you be there too?
[MATTTTTJ
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A guilty conscience isn't the only issue
when students choose to cheat the system
Story and photo by senior writer Rachelle Lacroix • Art by art director Nate Tharp

Cheating: some say
It's an epidemic,
yet others say it's
the same as it
.vi'i u.is Still it

MCOU that academic dishonesty
remains to be .1 Iront-burner
topic at colleges and universities
across the country. But is the
hype necessary? It all depends
on who's doing the talking.
Ntttoml findings about
cheating are pretty clear — when
faced with the ethical dilemma
to cheat or not to cheat, studies
show that most students choose
the dishonest route. In a 1999
survey of students on 21 campuses across the country, David
L. McCabe, founder of The
Center for Academic Integrity
(CAT) at Duke University, reported that over 75 percent of students surveyed admit to cheating at least once. About one-third
of truss*' students admitted to
serious test cheating and onehalf admitted to one or more
instances of serious cheating on
written assignments
Breaches of academic integrity arc similar at JMU. According
to an Honor Council report, formal hearings jumped to 19 during the 2001 -2002 academ 1
tmm two the year prior. What's
more, the council completed 47
informal hearings during the
Fall 2002 semester. When compared to a combined total of 53
informal hearings for Fall 2001
and Spring 2002 semesters, the
numbers are unsettling
A formal hearing is similar
to a trial, in which a student's
guilt is deliberated among
members of the Honor Council.
Following consideration of the
student s Intent, a punishment
is decided, according to senior
Evan Schwartz. Honor Council
student representative. An
informal hearing is a resolution
between the professor and student in which they agree upon
the occurence of academic dishonesty and the punishment.
An informal hearing can be
1 >>h nil only once during a student's duration at |MU. according to senior Allen Brooks,
Honor Council student representative

To add insult to injury, acaJi'iniL fraud never has been
easier While crib sheets and
quick peeks during exams have
yet to go out of style, the
Internet is providing cheaters
with bold new avenues in
which to compromise their
scholastic morality. Ranging
from term-paper databases to
Mies offering customized
paper-writing services, slackers
are not want for options.
The CAI found in a 2001 survey that 41 percent of students
engaged in "cut and paste" plagiarism — using material from
different Internet sources without proper citation — with the
majority of those students, 68
percent, affirming that this was
not a serious issue.
"It's astronomical,' aaid
Honor Council President and
senior |ohn Horigan of the number of sites catering to would-be
cheater. It's easier than doing
the work and learning, so they
try to take the easy route."
^fe
freshman
who
asked to remain
^^B

anonymous

^H'
admitted to utiliz^fl ^& ing such sites to
^^^^V* polish his papers
'
*W and assignments
"It's quick and it's very
easy. I honestly don't even
stop to think about it," he
said. "I think a lot of people
are using the Internet to get
what they need — it's just
that nobody cares to admit it,
or cares to stop."
It's students' growing apathy toward cheating, and
integrity in general, that has
both the administration and
faculty worried.
When academic values of
trust are violated, a university's
sense of community is eroded
and all members suffer, said
Mark Warner, senkir vice president of student affairs, university planning and analysis.
"Although cheating does
affect everyone, I'm very
concerned about what it does
to the individual," said
Warner, who also teaches a
leadership class for the
health sciences department.
"When we cheat, we chip

away at our own integrity."
Biology professor Carol
Hurney offered a different
perspective.
"Students cheat because they
think they don't have options,"
Humey said. "There's more
pressure to do well as workloads increase."

-66
I didn't work my butt
off to get in here to
compete against people
who cheat. It's not fair.
- Reed Barton
sophomore

95
Academic and societal
demands to succeed are more
reasons why students cheat,
said Schwartz.
"Our culture values a student's (grade-point averagejmore than what the student did to achieve that
GPA," Schwartz said. "On
your resume you list the honors you've received and
goals you've achieved, but
it's not easy to talk about and
quantify words like integrity,
respect and honor."
Even if it was easy, would it
do any good?
A poll conducted by the
Nov. 22, 1999 issue of U.S.
News & World Report found
that one in four adults
believes he has to lie and
cheat to get ahead. Is it possible that this mentality is
unintentionally transferred
to students?
Perhaps, Corporate dishonesty reached a high in 2002, with
everything from Enron fudging
its financial records to Martha
Stewart allegedly conducting
insider trading.
"Students see adults violating ethical standards and
receiving a slap on the wrist, if
anything," said McCabe in a
1999 interview in the same
U.S. News & World Report.
"They quickly conclude that if

that's acceptable behavior in
the larger society, what's
wrong with a little cheating in
high school or college?"
A lot, sophomore Reed
Barton said. "I didn't work my
butt off to get in here to compete against people who cheat
It's not fair."
Senior
Haley
Gouldin
agreed. "It really shows a lack of
care on the part of the student,"
she said. "When the honor code
is posted in every classroom, I
just don't understand how it can
be so easily ignored."
Cfespite some students' efforts
to disregard them, research
shows that universities that
develop honor codes with dear
standards for academic integrity
and explicit consequences for
violating those standards reduce
instances of cheating.
In another study conducted
by the CAI, McCabe found that
cheating on campuses with
honor codes is typically onethird to one-half lower than on
campuses without honor codes.
Having an honor code is
one thing — getting it to
work is another
According to Horigan, the
Honor Council gave over 57
classroom presentations last
fall, meeting with students
to discuss the code and its
repercussions, should it be
compromised. In addition,
plans to introduce the honor
code to freshmen during orientation and providing faculty
with informational
pamphlets about reporting
violations are presently in
the works, he added.
While some praise the
councils efforts in spreading
honor awareness at JMU, others feel that the faculty and
administration could be doing
more than such practical
approaches as assigning seats,
careful monitoring and preparing variations of an exam.
Senior Jason Aughey feels
that professors would not have
to "play cop" if they effectively clarified their expectations
and expressed the importance
of academic integrity when
completing assignments
"The honor code itself might

be cut and dry, but I think some
students need additional guidance from their professors,"
Aughey said. "Every professor
expects something different
from them, and for some people
it's easy to assume that they're
all the same."
Barton agreed. "Pmfessors
need to be dear, because the code's
consequences are clear,'' he said.
According to the honor code,
once a student is charged with a
violation, he could recieve a
reduced or failing grade for the
assignment or exam, or he could
fail the course without the ability
to retake the course repeat/forgive. In the most extreme cases,
expulsion and suspension for
one semester also are considered.
If a student were to vk>latc the
code a second time, the minimum penalty would be failure of
die course and suspension for
one semester. For a third violation, the minimum penalty
would be a failing grade for the
course and expulsion.
The honor code
outlines 17 different acts considered to be academually dishonest, ranging from
taking an exam in
place of another student to
unauthorized collaboration.
So why are students still
uncertain as to what constitutes cheating?
Preventing
confusion
among students led art history instructor Kathryn Monger
to make her expectations of
students explicit.
"In my own undergraduate
experience teachers weren't
very specific," she said. "Now I
make it a point to clearly state
the honor policy before tests
and also how to properly
attribute texts from other materials. I want all my students to
have a fair shot."
Recognizing that pmfessors
are not the only means in preventing academic dishonesty,
many universities throughout
the country have invested in
plagiarism-prevention computer programs, such as turnitin.com, which scans papers
to see if materials have been

stolen from the Internet or
from papers within their own
database.
Although detection software
sounds like a good fix, Humey
said she would be hesitant to use
it with her students.
"I'd be concerned about its
reliability/' she said. "I'm a scientist, so of course I'd wonder
about the possibility of getting
false positives."
According to Horigan, JMU
does not currently subscribe to the
software tumitin.com or any other
plagiarism-prevention service
Detection services or not,
combating academic dishonesty
continues to prove daunting for
faculty and students alike.
Schwartz feels that preserving academic integrity at JMU
lies on everyone's shoulders.
"Each instance of cheating at
JMU cheapens that value of a
diploma," Schwartz said. "The
best way to combat cheating is
by setting a good example for
your peers."

66
Our integrity is one of
the greatest aspects of
who we are. The
incredible thing about
integrity is that no one
can take it from us. We
can only lose it by the
actions we take.
— Mark Warner
senior vice president of student affairs

99 —
Warner said, "Our integrity is one of the greatest
aspects of who we are. The
incredible thing about integrity is that no one can take it
from us. We can only lose it by
the actions we taktv
For more information
about the honor code, students can access the Honor
Council's
Web
site
at
www.fmu.edu/honor.
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shoot yourself
or your friends
or both
submit your photos of your idea of

College life to the Bluestone
office room 217 in Anthony Seeger
or mail to MSC 3522 by february 14

your photo could be in
this year's Bluestone

attention shooter: please
refrain from including
blatent drinking, nudity, etc.

IT'S A NEW SEMESTER. WHY LIMIT YOURSELF?

Sign up for

UnPlan
NO LIMITS ON MINUTES. PERIOD.
CALL ANYTIME TO ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY.
ALL DAY. ALL NIGHT. ALL YOU WANT.
GET THE SAME BILL EVERY MONTH.
No long distance charges. No roaming charges."
Simply pay a $49-95 monthly subscription fee.

Get a free phone when you
sign up for any SunCom plan
— while supplies last
.o**1

AT&T Wireless

wecetit SunConr
M^*X O* the* AT«T W.r- I*»« Network

START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT—UNPLAN TODAY!
VinCom tax* LocMiom

Store Mo-n: M-T r>»-7p

Harnionbur*
Ma rift plate Shoppti
1866 Fast Market St, Suite B
(acron from Valley Mall near
Book.-A-Million)
S4<W46-844o

Staunton
Colonial Mall
(by JCPenney)
1331 Greenville Av»
540-886-40 54
(M Sat loa-yp, Sun la

F*IE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY » #77

IIJ-STM

*W
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*eMi«-«l n.t—.,4. e-y.—. -,—t. ■«•*■.. eve.leeie leewnwHs. ■

Shenandoah Plaia
1408 Greenville Ave
(acroii from Colonial Mall)
S40->S5-8)8o

t«lytlveAuthoriitdDt-hl
Sfwlium t c-f—H--aik-n
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"[The hot tub] makes for some interesting late
nights. We'll try to cram as many people in it
as possible."

t- Dancing around
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Instructors to teach the art of folk dance at the
International Folk Dance Evening.

JAIME MANSY

senior

See story page 16

999 attOfj HiH

Five guys, one
hot tub bring
loads of laughs

Diving into a
noi

The guy* of 1351 South Main St. mlmlcally
throw a roommate Into the hot tub. Thla Is the
first hot tub -JMU Cribs" has encountered.

pholm b> MORGAN RIEHUutf/***rap*rr
Bv

1

II

!

Is!
Senior Justin Chapman stands on the outside stairwell — the only way from one
level to the next.

BRKNNA WALTON

style editor
This is the latest edition of
"IMU Cribs/' in which the style
editor takes a tour of the most
interesting student homes in
Hamsonburg.
As the newest members to
be added to the "|MU Cribs"
family posed for pictures on
the park bench in Iheir front
yard, a Harrisonburg bus
pulled up to let some people
off. The passengers stared. But
these guys probably are used
to it.
Once the weather warms up.
those driving down South
Main Street toward the Olde
Mill apartment complex can
expect to notice plenty going
on in the Iront yard of house
number 1351. It is there that
fifth-year seniors Jaime Mansy,
lustin
Chapman.
Michael
Jaycox and Chris and Ben
IX'Utsch have been known to
play.
Front yard escapades have
included signs reading, "Honk,
We Drink! Flash, We Chug!"
intended for passing drivers to
support their unique drinking
game.
A Fourth of July housewarming party resulted in a visit from
the police when the guys and their

Junior Marc
Choi's -In Dog
Veen" Is one of
the pieces fee
tured In his
exhibit In Zlrkle
House Galleries.
The show will be
running until
Feb. IS.

party guests set up a Slip 'n' Slide
and were getting running starts
from the middle of South Main St
Besides all that, they also like
to draw attention to their house by
doing things such as sending
Chapman to retrieve the mail
without pants.
The house itself is almost as
interesting as these stories. The
bedrooms and living area on
the first floor surprisingly are
clean and well-decorated for a
house in which five guys reside,
although Mansy admitted his
mother helped with that There
also is a fireplace and a plastic
Viking hat with horns perched
atop the TV the way a family
portrait might be in some
homes.
"That hat sums up the whole
attitude of the house — barbaric,"
Mansy said.
It also has served as the Hjaj
on the house's Christmas tree.
In order to get to the second
floor, one is required to go outside to climb the creakiest of
stairs.
"You always know when
someone's coming or going,"
Chapman said.
Upstairs, then is the kitchen,
three more bedrooms and an
entertainment center with two
TVs. They will watch both at the

same time, each one turned to a
different show, according to the
roommates. To their credit, it
has been said by Elvis enthusiasts that the King had three TVs
in his room in Graceland, Tenn.
However, it is the basement
that holds the true JMU Cribs
appeal — the hot tub. Take note,
this is the first one "JMU Cribs"
has encountered.
"It makes for some interesting
late nights," Mansy said. "We'll
try to cram as many people in it as
DOMUS

They bought the hot tub for
$350 off F-Bay and made it
clear that Ben Deulsch is not
allowed in it, since he said it
was not a good idea from the
beginning.
The spacious basement has
hosted many parties and features
a bar (a "JMU Cribs" staple), room
enough for a band to play and
some turntables that Jaycox has
been known to scratch on from
time to time.
This only further proves what
Mansy summed up as the essence
of the house.
"Basically, we're easy to get
along with and all about a good
time"
If you would like your liome to be
feattmil in "IMU Cribs," please enuul bree/es tvle@hotmail.com.

RKVIEW

In simpler terms: Theatre II on Depression
'Of Mice and Men' is unforgettable
BY CORINNE LAIRD

MOKOAN KII.HI.'
tuifl fhili'i/nitihri

[REVIEW I

Culture through art
BY ERIN Lit.
contributing writer
In an exhibit that attempts
to visually portray the complexity of an Asian-Amcn. .in
growing up in the midst ot
American cultural influences, junior Marc Choi's
work will be displayed .il
Zirkle House until Feb I J
In Choi's artist statement,
he explained, "The work presented here is for the nm-t
part an exploration into
Asian-American culture and
the misunderstandings and
unfamiliarity it brings out in
mainstream America." It
appears that Choi II repre-

Four of the five residents pose In front of
their house for s picture-book snapshot.

senting the complications
th.it so many young AsianAmeru.ins deal with in trying to balance American life
without losing sight ol \~i.m
tradition. It seems that Choi
is telling a personal story
through his art.
Choi's exhibit consists of
12 piei M with numerous
obfacil in his work that
depict his Korean background. Several recurring
images are visible to the
vlewel such as stamps, dictionary pages and maps. The
views) may get the impression that these items symbol
see ART, page U
i

ABBYStlJ.IVAN/i.»i;n/ii./in«pAi*.iriiir*f>
Junior Jason Vicente (left) and senior Graham Powell perform In
Theatre Ms "Of Mice and Men,' directed by senior Tan Bambara.

staff writer
Theatre Ms production ol
"Of Mice and Men" serves as
a reminder of the things
often shoved aside when
dealing with the less-thanrosy aspects of life, such as
companionship, trust and
hope. This show recalls a
very different time
in
America,
when
the
Depression meant that the
biggest problem a person
had was getting food in
their mouth
Directed by senioi Hot
Bambara, this unforgettable
interpretation
of
John
Steinbeck's novel of the same
name reminds the audience
ol this simpler time.
It is difficult to do justice
to the authenticity of the
show given the meticulous
lev el ot det.nl to which the
set designer adhered. With
such convincing scenery,
consisting of haystacks, a
dirt floor, trees, a live dog
and
lighting that
was
designed to emulate dim

moonlight, the space had ,i
genuine barn feel and smell
to it.
The actors did a remarkable job bringing this classic
tale to life. Junior Jason
Vicente, who played the
mentally handicapped l.ennie.
had the audience literally
powerless to feel anything
but love and sympathy for
Ins char* iir
Senior Graham Powell,
who played (icorgc. I ennie's
companion and caretaker,
deserved only the highest
praise tor Ins intimate portrayal of a devoted friend
and a man who believed in
the power of dreaming big.
Provided
mostly
by
Vicente's innocent outbursts
and physical quirks, the
comic reliet in the show provided the audience with a
much-needed release from
the gritty truth of an economically-ravaged America
"Of Mice and Men" related what it must have been
like to cling desperately to
see THEATRE, page 16
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Author proves relationship expert
John Updike's "Seek My Face" examines emotions of human connection
)ohn Updike is quite possibly literature's foremost
I1 on the intricate relationships between the psyches of two individuals. He
I* not only a great writer of
motion hut an honest rala
Honthip counselor as well.
Mis prose has a way of digging between the seams that
bind
humans
together,
exposing wc.ik bonds, pausing strong ones — and
almost never debasing his
characters to the level of
men victim or villain. Many
of his novels and short stones concern themselves with
couples in various states of
evolution: married couples,
separated couples, divorced
couples; lovers young and
old, new and experienced.
"Seek My Face," Updike's
latest examination of human
interconnectedness,
deals
with .in aging woman's relationshlps among artists during the last half of the 20th
. eniury — when it seemed to
many as if American art was
neanng its end and works
were merely death rattles
despite their visual appeal.
file novel's setup is .i sin
>: I * ■ da) .it the home of Hope
( haftez, where she endures a
female reporter's interview
to chart the depths of her life
as a painter and wife to two
of America's most famous
artists. It is through this primarily one-way conversation
(peppered with intermissions
including bathroom breaks,
outdoor walks, lunch and a

'Att'fh'ings
Literary
by senior wriier
Zak Salih
snack of peanut butter-andmolasses sandwiches) that
we get a glimpse not only of a
woman's marital history but
also of the history of later
American art in general, with
its suppression of storytelling
and emphasis on abstraction.
Only the least-informed
or artistically illiterate reader will fail to recognize
Chaftez's first husband,
Zack McCoy, as a representation of the drip-painter
iackson
Pollock.
With
McCoy, Chaftez is more of a
mother than a lover or wife,
comforting her husband
during his artistic tantrums
and alcoholic binges. McCoy
is one of those classic troubled artists, like his real-life
counterpart, a man whom
Chaftez
describes
as
"pathetic when he was
drunk. He had no gift for
alcohol ... Zack reverted to
infancy, this drastic insecurity and megalomania, burbling ... doing whatever it
took to make himself the
center of attention, punch-

ing somebody. He liked
upsetting a table with alt the
food on it "
As with Pollock, McCoy
grows distant from his wife
through
infidelity
—
although, for the sake of fairness, Chaftez recounts her
own episodes of infidelity as
well — and dies when his car
collides with a tree on Long
Island. At a gallery show —
that Updike constantly illustrates as a meeting ground or
watering hole where artistic
relationships
bloom
—
Chaftez encounters her second husband Guy Holloway,
an amalgamation of pop
artists
including
Andy
Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein.
Through Guy, Chaftez bears
children and assumes the
more traditional role of
mother, while her canvases,
always treated as subordinate to her husbands', remain
private and unappreciated.
All throughout the interview the reader gets the
impression that Chaftez, like
so many women of her time.

was defined more by the men
that flit in and out of her life
(some staying longer than
others) than on her own
terms. In the wake of such
complicated but influential
artists as her first two husbands (the third and last was
Jerry, an art collector and
"mere
moneymaker"),
Chaftez presents herself as
more of a Robin or Bucky
Barnes, a sidekick to these
two superheroes of late 20th
century
American
art.
Despite the sparse mention of
gallery shows, Chaftez is
entrenched in the reputations
of her spouses; her only
national recognition is a portrait of her that hangs in a
museum — a visual representation of her through the eyes
of a man. As she states, "I
would love to have a major
reputation, instead of being a
kind of long-lived footnote."
Like any long interview,
Updike's novel is exhaustive
and ongoing and devoid of
chapters or any concrete
breaking points. His prose is
lyrically engaging. Updike
remains, even after so many
works, a brilliant conductor of
visual imagery and emotional
states — despite heavy blocks
of unbroken prose and sentences so long that some
require a second look if only to
understand how to read them.
"Seek My Face," Updike's
day-long conversation with a
witness to artistic history, is a
lovingly painted portrait of
the artist as an old woman.

ART: Choi tells
personal history
ART, from page U
-ize American influence merging with Asian culture.
According to his artist's
statement, Choi's art is influenced by Robert Rauschenburg,
an American artist renowned
for his use of various forms of
media and non-traditional art
materials, such as rags and
other household items. Choi
states that he uses collage materials that, aside from their artistic meaning, create a sense of
familiarity for the viewer.
Media influences also are evident in Choi's work. In the piece,
"Suggestions of Satellites," he
uses items such as a television,
the Statue of Liberty and maps of
New York and Virginia. He also
uses dictionary pages highlighting the word "satellite." The central focus of the piece is an
embracing couple.
Choi's work displays an
immense sense of depth. The
viewer is able to distinguish several layers in many of the paintings- At first glance, the viewer
may observe only one central
object. However, upon a closer
look, there are many symbolic
pieces that have been lightly
painted over, such as fortune
cookie fortunes, maps or stamps.
In the piece titled "We the
People (negative negative),"
Choi makes use of three-dimensional objects. He uses a flower
and a piece of a basket which
may symbolize Asian culture.
Korean and American newspapers surround the piece. These
are additional examples of the
media influence in his work. The
piece suggests the convergence

of Asian and American culture.
"Str.iw Mat Experiment 1 &
2" consists of painted phrases
on straw mats. One mat reads,
"They asked me how I saw out
of these eyes, 1 say ching chong
ching and karate chop them."
This may represent cultural
intolerance an Asian-American
might experience.
Each of Choi's pieces is
unique. His work expresses such
emotion that the observer eisfhf
can identify the depth of those
feelings, whether he or she is an
Asian-American or not. Choi
uses a variety of shapes, texture
and technique in each piece.
Choi's work also has an
interesting use of color. Some
of his pieces are darker and
appear more somber while
some are brighter and appear
more positive. In a piece entitled, "In Dog Years," the artist
uses pink, blue and green to
exemplify dogs, flowers, dots
and dictionary pages. In a contrasting piece, "And They
Lived Happily Ever After,"
Choi uses darker colors, such
as red and black.
Choi says in his statement, "My goal is for the
viewer to find an outlet in
which thev can relate to what
is being conveyed in the
work. I would like for everyone to connect to something,
no matter how subjective it
MI,I\

.tppear."

Choi's
exhibit
runs
through Feb. 15. Zirkle
House is open Monday
through Thursday from 12 to
5 p.m. and Fridays and
Saturdays from 12 to 4 p.m.
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your Xicket +o C-ki^a
Shenzhen Internship Program
Spend a year teaching English conversation in the top-rated public school system of Shenzhen China's economic miracle, a vibrant, modern city of four million adjacent to Hong Kong.
Begin with three weeks of training in Chinese language and in English teaching, with classroom
practice, at Beijing University in August. Then, teach 15 classes per week at a Shenzhen juniorsenior high school September 2003 - June 15,2004. Optionally continue your study of Mandarin
Chinese with college-credit courses and earn credits in an ESL practicum in Shenzhen.

.Wuhan fc

\iiij

Sn.-ioftiian

"if^ssssl

vuxhov
■-

lu'ii/hcn

^^AINAN

WHAT YOU RECEIVE
•Round-trip ticket
• Free housing at Beijing University and train travel from
Beijing to Shenzhen
• Free faculty housing and some meals. Shenzhen
apartments have air-conditioning, telephone, and TV.
Married couples can be accommodated.
• Stipend RMB 3,500 per month (appro. $425) plus
RMB 4.000 bonus in June
• Paid 3-week vacation at Chinese New Year in
January/February

Spring Rush 2QQ3

YOUR NEXT STEP
For more information, email or phone:
Prof. William O'Donnell, University of Memphis
E-mail: chinapgm@cc memphis.edu
Phone: 901 678-4584 office 901 857-2930 cell
Or visit our website: http://www.chinaprogram.org

MIT

Spring Rush 2QQ3

Delta Sigma Pi
The Coed Business Fraternity
Just liic* these guys
Information Meeting:
Business in the Front
Thursday, February (ith at 8pm
Zane Showker 10.5
Psu*«? in * «« Bock
Questions:1
Email Ted Prouty at proutyee@jmu.edu

COLDWE LLBANKER COMMERCIAL
WELCOMES FUNKHOUSER& ASSOCIATES
FUNKHOUSER
c\ ASSOCIATES

-

Property Management, Inc.

Is NOW
FVHKHC
KEALT
I:\NKI K
< l IMMI III

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

716 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801U
(540)434-5150
info@cbcfunkhouser.com

www.offcampushousing.com

□
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FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*
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Dancers will bring international flavor THEATRE: Cast
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

staff writer
If y(Xi have ever wished you
won.' an aficionado of dances of
ihe world. ,ihlc to twirl amund a
ballnx>m in ttne of those bift.
puffy dBBSMS, IhS International
Polk DtflGI BMtrUCtOn will
iitempt to teach vou how
tomorrow at the International
Folk Dance Evening
From 7 to M p.m. in
Godwin room 356, international dances will be taught
to anyone willing to get out
on the dance floor and pay $3.
"You should learn fo

dance because dance Is tins
dynamic form of communication that begin) with an
attitude and that attitude
..mi's by dance style," prolessor of dance Charles
Harris said.
Harris has been ballroom
dancing with his wife, Karen.
for several vears and has
won ballroom dancing titles
Dance instructor Kathryn
Thomas
organized
this
year's I<>II> dance festival.

which is an annual event
Different forms of dance will
be taught during the twohour
period,
including
American,
Canadian
Serbian, Russian Israeli and
French (Brittanic).
"These are dances that
have been done traditionally
around the world. It's different from modern or ballet
because you don't have to
have years of training to do it
and enjoy it," Thomas said.
According to Thomas,
they'll be teaching those
attending the event everything that can be done with
these types of dances.
"The event is designed so
that anyone from anywhere
on campus could come and
dance successfully, and you
couldn't do that with ballet,
modern, ja/z or tap. It's even
hard to do it with ballroom."
This event also was held
Sept. 20, 2002 as part of
International Week.
"We've had plenty of sucMM in the past. My three

-66-

You should learn to
dance because dance
is this dynamic form
of communication...
-Charles Harris
professor of dance

99
International Folk Dance
classes will come and we
usually get a few community
members and some people
who have been through the
classes or to the club,"
Thomas said. "It's a huge
success just because everyone has a good time."
Other dancing events
also will be held throughout
the spring semester, such as
a Ceili Evening in March
and a formal ball in April.
All of these events are sponsored by the dance program

mil
Ibt HHSllfe
i Ml III
Call me. I can help

and are held in Godwin.
For those who enjoy dancing, the School of Theatre and
Dance offers one section ol
International Folk Dance and
two of ballroom dancing. An
instructor's permission i>
required for entrance into the
courses. Thomas also runs a
folk and ballroom club e\ en
Wednesday from 6:30 to 9
p.m. in Godwin room 356.
"I would love to go to the
International Folk Dance
[Evening] because I danced
before college and it would
be cool to learn all the different styles and cultures,
freshman Diana Lim said.
Senior Michelle IVtric
said, "I think it's important
to be open to learning certain
traditions of other cultures.
You never know when it
might come in handy."
Any student who is interested in learning about dance
in different cultures is welcome to attend.
For more information, email thomaskc@imu.edu.

gives brilliant show
THEATRE, from page IJ
despair. The entire cast
worked together beautifully to racrott this story
about the American dream
and the importance of companionship in a world that
just wants to be left alone.
I rrshman Wesli Spencer's
character Crooks described
the feeling best — "A guy
needs somebody to be near
him. It don't matter who he
I-- is long as he's with you."
This performance does jus-

tice not only to Steinback's
work, but to America and its
dreamers from the 1930s to
today. In a time when modem
distractions easily can consume this country, it is
refreshing to revisit an era
that is a reminder of how
important it is to be grateful
for what one does have.
"Of Mice and Men" will
run until Saturday with performances at 8 p.m. and a
midnight
show
Friday.
Tickets are $3.

"I get by with a little help from
my friends." ■ The Beatles
SreezeStyle^hotmaiLcom

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.

442-7878

A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

REPUTATION-there is NO SUBSTITUTE!

Law Office of Richard G. Morgan
Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!

tPaLnUd Xadij Oattoo
200 f£ou& jzAvt.
433-5(»2
Call for monthly Anniversary Specials
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SPORTS

■ Dukes fall to Seahawks
JMU lost its third straight road
game to the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington Wednesday.

6. 2003 ! THK BRKK/.EI 17

"(Akeem) Jordan is a kid who I think a lot of
people felt like he was going to the [Atlantic
Coact Conference] or the Big East."
MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach

Sw jtory below

Sat story below

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

AND THE SAGA CONTINUES

New direction of
pro basketball
The year was 1891. James
Naismith was given the
task of creating an indoor
game that would provide an
"athletic distraction" for his
class through a harsh New
England winter. His vision utilized 18 players, two poach baskets and a soccer ball. The game,
otherwise known as basketball,
was invented in a YMCA gymnasium in Springfield, Mass.
The rest of the story is history.
But looking at the superstars
of the National Basketball
Association today and what has
become of the league. What
used lo be an American game
has moved into an international
direction. The resources of motivation have shifted beyond the
borders of America.
First, look at the World
Championships that took
place
this
summer
in
Indianapolis, Ind. After winning 58 consecutive international games, the United States
dropped three of its final four
games
to
Argentina,
Yugoslavia and Spain, earning
it a sixth place finish.

In front of a home crowd, our
basketball dictatorship took I
nose-dive. I questioned the
motives and —■—■■»»»»_ia>_
power of USA
Basketball following a tournament that
no one even
seemed to care
about.
The
best stars from
our league, the
NBA, should
he ■hnwriwifl
AARON
before
the
GRAY
world in these
competitions, right?
Names like Kobe Bryant,
Km in (iamett and Allen Iverson
should have been in the headlines
and consumed the box scores.
Instead, other NBA names like
Peja Stojakovic, Pau (lasol and
Wade Divac stole the spotlight.
I don't know what to say — I
guess the other teams were hungrier. But there's more to it. Has
Furope caught up to us1 It
appears v>. Is live ISA still the
see SBA,pagel8

II \ PIKmvftnr Kim
Questions arose this week concerning Bud ChHders (left) supposed return to the team after a twomonth medical leave of absence.

Childers steps down
Decision made after string of unusual events
BY DRKW WILSON

sports editor
A string of unusual
events led to women's basketball coach Bud Childers
stepping down from his
position late Wednesday,
effective immediately.
According to a press release
Wednesday night, t hilders reevaluated his condition upon
returning to the team Monday
and determined he presently is
not able to fulfill his full coaching responsibilities
Interim coach Kennv BfO0ka\

who took over while Childers
was on medical leave, will continue to coach the team.
Events throughout the week
had left the coaching status of
the women's basketball team
up in the air
According to Monday's
Daily News-Record, Athletic
Dinvtor Jeff Bourne informed
the team following its 73-50
win over Drexel University
Sunday that Childers would
return to work Monday.
Childers had missed nearly
two months after taking a med-

ical leave of absence Dec. 6,
2002, to correct intestinal tract
problems. Brooks took over on
an interim basis, leading the
team to a 9-6 record during
Childers' absence.
The
News-Record
Mdd
Childers briefly spoke to the
Dukes' team captains, seniors
Nadine
Morgan,
Jess
Cichowicz and Shanna Price,
Monday. He had hoped to
speak to the entire team, but the
team members conducted their
own meeting in the locker
room, lasting until after

C 'hilders had left to do his regularly scheduled radio show at
Chili s restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
Monday night.
According to the NewsRecord, the players refused to
comment on Childers' return
following the team's lengthy
meeting Monday, with the
exception of a small statement
from Morgan. Morgan stated
that the players "needed a
team meeting.''
The team normally practices
see BROOKS, page 18

JfcRRY 1 ( H )RI( .1 SS I'mlwirlphui Inqutrrr
Kobe Bryant, right, and Allen Iverson make up some of the
NBA'a young American talent. The NBAs talent pool has
i flooded with many European stars In recent years.

FOOTBALL

Coach's son suspended from Dukes sign 11 recruits
team, faces felony charge
List of commitments includes two local products
Sophomore
Clayton
Matthews was suspended
Monday from all football
related activities alter being
arrested Feb. 1 and charged
for being publicly intoxicated and allegedly assaulting
a law officer.
Last year Matthews experienced similar run-ins with
the law On Jan. 25, 2002,
Matthews was charged with
possessing alcohol outside of
McC.raw-l.ong Hall.
Football coach Mickey
Matthews, who is also
Clayton's father, issued the

fol lo w i ng
statement
Monday:
"Clayton
Matthews
has
been
suspended
from
all
aspects
of
the
James
Madison
Cl-AYTON
Football
MATTHEWS
program. As
is our policy
with all of our disciplinary
procedures, I will meet with
our administration to dis-

cuss the situation and take
appropriate action. We are
embarrassed both as a team
and as a family that this has
occurred, and we ask for the
public's patience and understanding as we deal with the
situation both as a head
coach and a father."
In the 2002 football season, Matthews primarily was
used on special teams as a
punter. He also kicked two
extra points, completed one
pass attempt and had one
pass reception
—from staff report *<

BY DAN BOWMAN

assistant sports editor
Two local high school football products, Harrisonburg
High
School
running
back/defensive back Akeom
Jordan and Spotswood High
School
quarterback
Cole
Shifflett, headlined ■ list of II
recruits signed by the Dukes
for 200.1 Wednesday.
Jordan, who intercepted
four passes and was named
tirst team .ill state as a safety
in 2002, also ran for Wl v.mls
as the Hlue Streaks' running
back ()n ll.nrisonburgs 2001

Division 3 State Championship team, Jordan ran for
2,157 yards and 32 touchdowns en route to being
named the Virginia C .mup A A

player of the ytai

Coach Mickey Matthews
said Wednesday it was
Jordan's versatility that drew
him
to
recruit
the
Harrisonburg n.ilo ■
"We knew he tvaj .i ivalk
good
football
player."
Matthews said "He's as good a
N.itb.ill pn>spett as there is in
the state, especially from a
defensive perspcetn e 11< 's IUM

what you're looking for
because he's a vary tine tailback that you can make into
either a defensive back or a
linebacker on the college level
"Ionian is a kid who I
think ,i lot of people felt like
he Mm going to the |Atlantic
( oeal I cntcrcncc] or the Big
I .1st \\c were dragging our
tect iv.ilk up until his semes
ter grades came out, and he
did lots better. He stepped it
u\> academically and had
been working on his SA Is
ve MATTHEW, pap its

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Seahawks soar
past Dukes late

Return to the glory days
Players from JMU's
NCAA Tournament
teams from the early
1980s will return to
Harrisonburg this
weekend for a reunion
and to attend
Saturday's game
against OW Dominion
Unrverarty. Among the
players who have Indicated they will attend
are Dan Ruland (snooting ball above) and
Linti>n Townes (#30),
shown In this photo
against the University
of North Carolina during the 1982 NCAA
Tournament.

JMU drops third straight on road
IVspite senior guard 'lerrell hit two free throws
David Fanning s 24 point with 4:17 left in the game to
performance, JML
WSJ give UNC-W a 57-56 lead, a
lead they would not relinunable
to
Seahawks guard
overcome a Wednesday quish.
late second
Brett Blizzard led all scorers
with 29 points, 23 of which
half rally bv
[Ml
thcUniw-r-itv
(.2 came in the second half.
of
North
The Dukes will host Old
I \< -V\ Dominion
CarolinaUniversity
Wilmington,
Saturday at 7 p.m. The
falling 711.2
Monarchs already defeated the Dukes once this seaat a sold out
Trask Coliseum Wedni-.cl.iv
son, 74-56 Jan. 25 in Norfolk.
The Seahawks' Anthonv
—from staff rrpnnS

PHOTO COURTESY (H JMU Sp«it Media reUmn.

Dillard tears quad
tendons during
dunk attempt
teach Sherman Dillard
underwent two hours of surgery Tuesday to n*pair torn
quadricep tendons in his left
leg according to an article
published in Wednesday's
Daily News-Record.
According to the artu le
the -I" veai old Dillard tore
his tendons while competing in a dunk contest with
senior
guard
David
Fanning in practice earl\
Tuesday afternoon.

The article also said Dillard
is expected to be on crutches
tor tour (o siv utvks and did
not make the trip to the
University of North CarolinaWilmington for last night's
game between the Colonial
Alhlelu Association leading
Si .iluw ksand the 1 >ukes
Assistant coach
Ron
Bradiej hlled in far Dillard
last night at the University ol
North I arolma-WilmingtoTi
—from ttaffrtport$
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SPOUTS

MATTHEWS: Recruits could
have big impact for Dukes in 2003
MATrmws ' mpagtl?
shitllett. who was named
OttnriVC I'l.uvr of the Year in
the Shenandoah Valley in 2002,
thrvw tor 1 J&H yards while completing S| percent of his passes
this past season. Mattlx-ws slid
he tell SMffltU Ml I load kid
that deserved a chant ■
"Cole really impressed our
coachev wiih his overall athletic
ability as «i quarterback,"
Matthews said. "I was familiar
with him because he had played
on Clayton's (Matthews) team,
but he has reallv grown up and
matured in two years The three
days he was with us (over the
summer), competing with other
kids from acntss the state, he did
a lot of good things."
Matthew- s.iid playing in
the Valley had its ups and
downs for both Jordan and
Shifflett. citing the local media
as a major source of pressure
put on the local products.
"1 don't think vou ever know

(how they'll handle the pressure)/' Matthews said "Right or
wrong,
sometimes
in
Harrisonburg the local people do
not understand the talent level
that we have at )ames Madison in
our football program. Their
expectations for some of the local
products are a littk' exaggerated
early
and I emphasize early
"They're like anyone els,- ,>n
the
practice
field
from
Richmond or the Tidewater area
or Philadelphia — they've got to
come in and compete for a job.
The plus side is they get to stay
closer to their families, their
friends get to watch them play
every Saturday and on a dav-to
day basis they're familiar with
their surroundings. I think it's a
give and take situation."
Other recruits announced
Wednesday were Corey Davis,
an offensive lineman from
Hampton,
and
wide
receiver/defensive back Tony
LeZotte, younger brother of red-

-66... your goal every year
is to go out and recruit
better football players
than you have.
—Mickey Matthews
football coach

59
shirt sophomore quarterback
Matt LeZotte.
Davis, at rVreet-4 inches and
325 pounds, was touted by
Matthews as possibly being an
immediate impact player.
"[He's| the best offensive
line prospect we've ever
signed here," Matthews said.
"He's a guy that had strong
overtures from Michigan State
and North Carolina State."
Matthews added it was Davis'

relationship with offensive tackles and tight ends coach Curt
Newsome that brought Davis to
JMU. Newsome coached at
ttevis' high school, Kecoughtan
High School, from 1M87-V7.
"The reason we signed him is
clear and simple," Matthews
said. "I think he just had a great
relationship
with
Curt
Newsome on my staff and Curt
brought him to us. I don't have
any question about it
Matthews said the signing of
LeZotte helps to fill the void left
by graduating red-shirt senior
safeties Justin Ruffin and Reggie
Taylor. In 2002, Ruffin and Taylor
combined for 128 total tackles
and three interceptions. leZotte,
a native of Augusta, Ga., was
named Augusta's male Athlete
of the Year and was an all-state
defensive back first team selection as a junior and a senior.
'Tony was a guy who was
offered
at
Vanderbilt
(University) and Wake Forest

(University) and you know any
time you can beat the ACC and
the [South Eastern Conference]
on a player it's certainly a plus
He's as aggressive a defensive
back as you could ever watch on
high school tape. V\e lost those
two safeties, the two senior
safeties and that's really the
biggest toll on us is the two
safeties," Matthews said.
Matthews, also said he
thought the influence of Tony's
older brother Matt had a lot'to
do with LeZotte's decision to
come to JMU.
"I think there's no question
that he (Tony) and his brother are
very close and that played a part,
I don't think there's any question
it did. If Matt was not a happy kid
then then I think Tony would
have
probably
gone
to
Vanderbilt. I think it speaks well
for our program," Matthews said
Rounding out the list of
signees Wednesday were linebackers Marvin Brown from

Chesapeake and Justin Barnes
from Columbia, Md, quarterback David Buchanan out of
Lexington, Ky., wide receivers
Adam Ford from Lizclla, Ga.
and Mike Mosby from Mount
Holly, NJ., running back Ardon
Bransford from Harrisburg, Pa
and defensive lineman Ryan
Brown from Paintsville, Ky
Matthews said he feels while
the team should be poised for a
big year in 2003 with all of its
returning players, he expects
some of the freshmen to be right
in the mix next season.
"Sometimes it's difficult to
imagine a freshman recruit aiming in and making an impact,"
Matthews said. 'But by the same
token, your goal every year is to
go out and recruit better football
players than you have. I think in
this case, certainly four or five
guys might put a kit of pressure
on our returning players in
August because they have so
much ability."

NBA: Future for U.S. players dim BROOKS: Takes helm for Dukes
NBA,from 'tag* 1?
world powerhouse in basketball? Cm not so sun? anymore.
Meanwhile, there's this Yao
Ming guy. He's 22 years old, he
doesn't speak a lot of English
and was voted to start at the
NBA All-Star game as a rix»kie
Watching him play is like reading a basketball fundamental
textbook. He can shixit from
the low post, has great vision
on the court and actually boxes
out for rebounds. I thought
that only happened in college
basketball. He's the real-deal,
the future of the NBA and he
hales from China.
In order to rekindle our basketball tyranny, a major step
will be the Summer Olympics
in 2004. There is one name we
need on that roster — Shaq. He
might not be statistically the
best player in the NBA, but he
is the most dominant paint
player in the world. He should

be the backbone of USA
Basketball, but look at his
recent antics. He decided to
have toe surgery late in the
summer and missed the first
couple weeks of the season,
debilitating his team's record
and raising questions about the
Lakers'playoff hopes.
When he did return, he then
refused to play for the U.S.
Olympic team. Is this the
behavior of a champion?
The future looks dim for
USA Basketball and the development of its future players in
the NBA. The NBA is saturated with individual play and
flagrant fouls. The only bright
spots seem to come from the
foreign players. I guess it starts
with the youth. Players leaving college to }oin the NBA is
one thing, but 18-year-old
lA'Bnin James wanting to forgo
his senior year of high school
to become a professional.

775 C/antrell Ave.
(next to Hardecs)
432-9996

James didn't, but what are
these kids thinking? It's not
about the game to them anymore. The money signs are
distracting them and it shows
in their performance. Why not
get an education first? I
wouldn't be in a hurry to join I
league that has players trying
to fight coaches and coaches
trying to fight referees.
The bottom line is that basketball was invented in this
country — it's our game. We've
been so successful over the
years that it has gotten to our
heads. The NBA, the premiere
basketball league in the world,
is starting to shift. The foreign
players entering the league
have all the right skills and a
positive mentality. The players
coming up in this country seem
to have a bad attitude and display their greedy intentions by
driving a toy hummer across
mid-court before a game.

Mon- Fri. 9 am-8 pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
Sun. I pm-6 pm

If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment Far:
Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains
Mono • Strep Throat
Lacerations
In-houscSTD Testing

EMERGICARE

ry • OfEN 7 Day* i
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kdori' Karaoke & $2 Appetizers from S|pm to Close
^uE: 30 cent Wings
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Brooks and Price were
unavailable for comment following the announcement,
which was made public at
approximately
9
p.m.
Wednesday Bourne was also
unavailable for comment.
Childers' "return" and resignation seems to have come at an
unusual time, considering the
importance of the Dukes' next
two games. JMU hosts George
Mason University Thursday.
The Dukes also host conference standings leader Old
Dominion University Sunday.
JMU lost at ODU Jan. 16, 58-48.
Both games are crucial for
JMU, which is 5-* in the conference and tied for fourth place
along with GMU and Virginia
Commonwealth University.
According to the press
release, Childers will be assigned
to the Duke Club to assist with
fund-raising and marketing initiatives through June 30.

BUFFALO WILD WINGl
^» GRILL & BAR «^
OuEcK

Try H'buhpft Wre&ure Bed

150E Wolf* SI
Near Klines lea Craam

told the group of reporters outside the women's basketball
office that practice was canceled. However, a short time
later assistant coach Krista
Kilbum-Steveskey told one
reporter that the team was practicing, but didn't know when.
At approximately 335 p.m.,
Roadcap said practice was "yet
to be determined."
Shortly after 5 p.m., Roadcap
turned the lights off and locked
the office. However, KilbumSteveskey and Brooks remained
in the building in the locker room
area away from reporters until
around 5:30 p.m. but left before
they could be asked to comment.
Price was reached by phone
Wednesday night before the
announcement was made public, but said, "Right now I don't
have a comment."
Brooks was reached by phone
Wednesday night before the decision, but declined to comment.

0***5***^

mm Fan,-*, an Stndi-w Their Frit**

TAN FAST
*«$

•

All major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for j

Na

200 Mi

BROOKS, from page 17
at the Convocation Center
Tuesday from 1:30 to 3JO p.m.
However, Tuesday, the court
was empty, adding to the string
of unusual events.
According to women's basketball office secretary Marie
Roadcap, the team's Tuesday
practice was canceled.
The
Neivs~Record
said
Childers issued a statement
through Roadcap Tuesday, saying that any comment will
come from Bourne.
Bourne did not return any
phone calls Wednesday and his
secretary said Bourne "does not
know when he will be able to
make a media statement."
Childers was out of his office
and unavailable for comment
Wednesday afternoon.
Whether the Dukes were
practicing at all also seemed to
be an issue. At approximately
3:05 p.m Wednesday, Roadcap

3 Sessions $56

630 North main Si
Bndgewalef.
828-2331

y

MC/Visa accepted

4324071
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1007 South Main Harrisonburg. Va 22801

438-9770

Charity Event "~*•
fit iOam - fOfUH at ItRCC

r

*

* • \mmeA tflcffone Antique tywebup

*

will be giving away $50 to 2 individuals
wearing any t-shirt with our logo!

B I

yyy

BjjL

JAMES MCHONE
antique

jewelry

— ■———»

75 South Court Square
Harrisonburg 433-1833

The event's proceeds will benefit

ST. HIDE'S CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

uww.lTlcffcmcTtwchii.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
2003-2004 Townhouse
4 Bedroom. Greil location
Cloec lo JMU. convenient
lo Mores. restaurants, elc.
Many extras. MUST SEE!
J240 per bedroom. Call for
more information. 433-8423.
Feeling Cramp**? Compare out
toscioua fioute*. duoleiea and
apartment*. 5*e photos, prices
and current availability fo' 3003
2004 at iMm.cMraaprojMrly.com.

CHECK THESE OUT!

WE HAVE
PROPERTY ATI
WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTER S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-MS
OLD SOUTH HIGH
EAST ft WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET

ISSN. Hkj»-10-12 large
rooms Available July or August
200). S250. person
III' II Reserved
4 bedrooms. College Station
Available 6V0I/03 Furnished.

Call 828-M64 today!

-4 OR 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

1/' We* Waster clio.o«ci girt
Gift 6 thrill. 227 N. Mam.

-3-4 BEDROOM
HOUSES

1898 Teyota Caatry • 4 door.
power door*, locks. 10 disc CD.
keyless entry, great condition.
85.000. Call 437 5508

2 BEDROOM CONDOS
AVAILABLE AT
HUNTER'S RIDGE
Available summer or fall of 2003
Please call S40-879-9799,
evenings; or leave a meiuge
at 540-8792463
tM Patl.le. ■ 3 bedroom*. A/C.
DSL. W/D. 1 MOC* Iran campus.
year leeae. 1825, August. Call
43309S4
7 ttery t ■odroem Hence ■
■.easels 8/1/03. Two mitea from
IMU. Large backyard. 2 full baths.
15 kitchen*, common mom. plu* 2
arjdejonal rooms. 0ff«tr**t pan-ing.
J290/room per month plu*
utilitkt*. Deposit reoulrefl. Perfect
for small group* Call 4370193 for
an appointment.

"Sititlt'iit Friendly"
Rentab
3 and 4 bedroom hornet on W Water
and E- Elisabeth. Greet location and
cool place to live' Available fVOI/03
Peti and unokeni wrlcome'
879-9947, leave aieuage.

Mountain View
Townhouses
1106 - 3 bedrooms, deck,
available Auo, P50

gevaa ffjeereaea Maw - 8280/
person. 2 kitchens. 2 baths Cull

I appiiancea, avelleble August.
8450. 4331569
8. Maeait Hreae • 4 bediooma. 2
bathe, eopiiancea. 12 month leaae
A,a laoie June 1. Cell 434-3790.
lore;* 1 ■agreaas gayay/tiai*Bt* .
SDOd location, available July 1.
370. Call 4331669

3 or 4 Bedroom House

Aug. $825

3 bedlams 2 baths, deck
Available |une 1660

rsglJj77.7JJ.7ttS

C«IH33-2221

o.ft.nd.f Tralaaaa Nae*a* .
1250/oay potano* Local poe»VOna.
ia0O2B33985. am 215.
a natton*
laadaranip and iXinora otganaation
la aaahing motivated atuoania to
baajn a amum on campua. 3.0 OP*
raoufc-ao Contact rto0mtvr>or% ofg.
WaM
Waaaa* ■ Apply i Jgf
Lunch Moat be available to won
lunches. Frunmen. Sopnomc-as.
and Aintora praiarrad.

a- 21/30

On* Baeroim Available In
m 3 bedroom townhouae. washer/
dryer, dishwasher, less then a mae
from JMU. Must be meture end
beer friendly 8300/month Call
Ski. 800541 1002

• Ttmna
•Canot

•Lanatponi
•Siwm

•Wata-Ski
• Gymnastics
• Stlvar
Jawalfy
•Copper
Enamahng
• Entfuh
flidtng
• Pottery

• Sa.i
• Kayak
• Thaatf a
• Nanny
-VWao
• Roots
• Olkra
"Moral

Coemlc Bowl for KMal Februar.
22. Velk-y Lane*. 9 a.m. - 3 pjn to
benefit 0,fi B'omer-. Big Slaters
Please can 433 8886 or e-maii
nrgbroa>ici» net to n

SSJUU

Eipreee Veur Una . m fht &—jt>

MM) tftum fcaalL.Jre yen ftaasgT
Than go Dl'ectl Book now and gat
guaranteed lowest price and free
partiea1 Campua rapa wanted'
Organue some manda - traaal keel
We T%M zero customer comoaMraal
18CO 3671252
www. sorrigyaar>dlract.oom
Hi t.il.g l.eea Vaealleeel
Cancun Jamaica. Banamai. and
Florida Beat partiaa. beat hotels,
beet p"ces' Space * Itmaadl Hurrt
up and book now) 1400-234-700 7
www endleasat»mmartcrufs com
Ceiaarltea>rk«|gea
•brought to
you by StudareCityo
y com l Book now,
aava up to 1100 on all
IntarnationBl tripe. Party irke a rocn
atar with MAXIM magaiine and
Jackaaaa StavaO For dataHacai
1800 293 1445, or a man
aaleaeHtudentcity.com. or book
online at -ww iruckmrc?t>co("

HORIZON CAMPS
Ara you a dynaniK. energetic,
compasslonaie. rnoiivaied
individual lookaig for the
I llllllll I III ilHllgl
ifao. lhaa Huruon Campa u the
place for you Horiaon Campa n
made up of five OUTSTANDING
co-ed summer camps, saelung
AMAZING auff so work with

Valentine ads' Don't miss out 0"
true fun way to aay "I Love Your
CaM 566612 / lor m«e .rttcmWon

utnasH
un
(AM, to mil

Bartender Trainee a Neetfed
$250 a day potential, loci
positions CaH 1800293-398^
ait 613

I.IC0.«4i.414l

Fine A.I. and C'efU for Yeui
Valentine - tnade Dy Snanandoan
Valley artists. Unique jewei'v
pottery, glass, ornaments, and
much more. OASlS Oaaery. 103 S
Mam
Street in
downtown
Harnsonourg. Sunday. Thursday
Satkrtay. 10^0 am • 5O0 pm. and
Sunday. 12:00 pm 500 p. m

SPRING
BREfiK!
T'i:r-izr i
PfiRTY
CRUISE

Sand a vak»nt<ne ad. that's written
from youl $3.00 for the first 10
words. $2.00 for each additional
10 words. Valentine ads will or
puttrshed on Thursday, February 1.1
5666127

$279!

Skydlvet One day first Tandem
Skydi>es from 2 1/2 miles up1
22 jumper aircraft. JMU student
discount Call 1 877 3483759
877-DIVESKY)
www.skydivaorang0.com

wwm'\pfti>%inmiitl7mvm^mm

INCREDIBLE kida raaa>n« in

1 800-678-63 86

'.sunchsia.com
l-MO-mrcHAn

age from 7 to IS. Located in NY,
PA. ME and WV, positions are
available in the areas of group
leading, athletics, theater-arts,
water apom. outdoor education,
aad so much more. For more
mfcyrnation and to complete an
application please contact us

Males and females.
Meet new friend*' Travel!
Teach your favorite activity

appliances. Madison Manor, pool.
tern* AveaeUe Aug. 1 43*3790.

«« OetthV Hot In Harel Send a
bot little note <o your Valentine
S3 00 Tor the tVst 10 words. 12 00
for each additional 10 words
Valentine aoa wM oa published on
Thuradey. February 13. 5686127

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710
www.uinsp1aihtoun.com

MlM-H).323l.«viui
•vw<v cmmpmjyntkalter. com

SERVICES

SPRING BREAK 03

Send a
Valentine
Classified Ad
to your
Sweetheart!

Tax lime gotcha down? Call

THE TAX LADY

free Meals in/amaicai
cuaranieert (owesi Prices*

291-9699 or cell 40S-II73
Karen Mercer

nmiv.horizonvamps. com

I -/m- 544-544*

TAX KErARATION -I H\ H I .
E-meil f»flklW«*y»hoo.com

I MiirtyiHtrtlHif.
""'''V'fsuS
!.'»>"

TAX PREPARATION

iVF«

■I

Aet Newt Laat chance to guarantee
the beat spring bfaak pneae to aa
destinations Reps n—otd travel
fraa, earn SSS Group discounts
for 6*. Cad 8008388203
www. la.auratours com

TWIT LAKE CAMP for Girl*
l-lliO.W7-4.U7
Mww.tWpptepVacarnp.com

574-1127.

J300 lot the fiist 10 wotds.
1200 Fix each additional 10
wotds. Vjicnhnc ads will be
puNished Ft* 13
Deadline Tues. Feb II at noon

Local, Affordablr. Pmfessionsl
»% Dtocourt hr JMV sbioVne.
lOaO's starting at %25 00

The Callage Handaatl CMor • at
Asbury united Methodist <s looking
for 'Inge's. Practices ara every
Sunday. 3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Piaaaa cornel

June in August. Reiidential.
Enjoy our website. Apply online!

S68-6069

IliUlllclllK.yjnHl.tOll

HMB • fUJglM

Contact CampukfuntlnHVerr

SUMMER IN MAINE
W/D. available 7/01/03. 8535.
Cell 4331569.

Kee7ell42l,

nw • Kjnaxo ,

F kind railing thUn vr filling qtvacfcjy
DO $t* with tV pnifiun! It work*

••I M MI k Ilksllll.N-. l\Ml.lt

4 Bidteea. - E ElUabeth. 81.100.
3 BeaMem w. Water. 8750. June 1.

Contact:

Famtl.0O0-S2.0OO this
semester wiih « proven
CamputFunoraiser i hour
fund raising event.
Oar pragraan aiakt faad
raklag easy will, aa riaka.

I iiK.i \KHVMA\M;KH_V
SUPERVISORS
.CHEAT PA\ WITH BOM'S $
wwajjfe*)jBg*w|iP)erprBltB**CCan

tapatlet teuaet Cuetem toeokor
■as - for Jeep Wrangler 97 03. 2
10' JL eudio *ubwoolor*. Call

Venice. Rome

C1ubt*SftidentGroupi

81.800 Weekly Pinmlel - mailing
our circulars. FV** information. Can
203*830202

U03 - 3 bedrooms. 2 112
huts. deck, torment, available

University Place

E-mail Joyce Lee at
leejaggjmu edu for more details

Fraternities • SororWtt

to work
Fr.aeyi and Saturdey* tor office
and outside dutioa. Must be
eveiieble for runtime In summer
Located m city and could lead to
luHm* employment on graduation
Good telephone end computer
akin e must. 4331234.

HWpenon Call 433-0380.
day; or 432-1589. evening.

VW Cetrle 1917 - CD. AM/FM.
power locks/steering, new belte
end spark pluga. good condition,
89.500. Call Devon. 43843502

Deaallat: 2/11*3

Pirlt, Chartrea, < hatcaui.
Ktvlera, Pisa, Klorrnce,

Dr. Mario Hamlct-Mct/

199*) Teyete 4-Ruaaer • loeded.
brush one grill guard leether.
•unroof. muRj COchangar. 119.000
mil**, on* owner, 810.900. Call
574-2321.

Good neighborhood close lo

AJB ■MHHUUBWI

Pick up application packet at
Even* * Qmfaancaa, Taylor 231

BeMaer/MPg Player ■ Epaon
120OU USB scanner. 860; Hip 2«
MP3 player. 240 MB. 8110. Call
Hurt. 5686952 (days)

csmpui Washer/dryer included.
June '03 ■ June '04 lease.

[)Y

May 12-30.200.1
3 credits

5/12/03-8/15/03

Tire* aad Haas PW g*M 6 Super
Swamper
TSL/SX
llrat.
30X11 50X15 70% treed, rive AR
767 wheel* 15X8. New tire* end
dme, 8625. CM 674-1127

aft View Oftv* TM - 5 bedroom*,
furnished, Ethernet, group* of 5
preferred, 8230/month, 1 year
leeae 18/03 8/04) 7034505008.

NII

nbtWEd ITALY

Musi be able to work

1997 Jeep Wraaglar ■ 6 cyl..
manual. A/C. graen/tan. 52.000
Call 574-1127.

Nag* Heei - Student lummar
rental*. Call 252-255.6328 or
■eaoree/ereartyccvn

TRAVH

applications for
Conference Asst. Positions'

IMae 0* g.g . 180 MB Quicken.
Appie-orks. Encvciopedla. Adobe
Page, 8375. Call 8794W47.

Klingj-Rlnor Rental*
438-8800

Aleteet New • large 1 bedroom
apartment*. W/D, evellable
8/17/03. $410 $440 4331569.

Tlckata • Six available. Root row
29. Roanok* Civic Center. 8110
each. Call 4330242. leeve

PERSONALS

SUPER SKOALS"!

Currently accepting

mnsage

Elliaaeth Street - 5 bediooma.
porch**. nardMMd floor*. Ethernet,
ail apoitance* Call 566-3068.

WMMM

EARN $5,000!!!

vw.ifie Hiingii ■ piaoe an em
In The OreeM's popular varanllne'a
Clauifled section Can 568612T.

ALL WALKING
TANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDEI

W/D, tVW, O/D $90uVmo

MOO Hast* OtMIOI new tire*.
85,000. o.b.o. Call 2711089
htlp://cob.|mu adu/bava

Call for an appointment today'
879-3211. Mary Helmick

E-mail wur ad 10
lite hieeutfjmu.edu
or give us a call!

NOTICE

For more mfcrmstioa and assulance
regarding the eivaatgeacn of fsranring
eaa*Mo|fdaaBBai n«unf<
DctKr DusracM Bureau. Inc
140I-5J3-550I

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710
www sunsplashtours com

568-6127

Sell ypur items in The Breeze classifieds!
Text Books - Furniture - Clothes - Music - Odds & Ends
Only J15 to run your ad for the rest of the semester or until it sells*.
•Call 568-6127 for more information
I

!

i

Karaoke
4
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$10 Shampoo/Cut
10 Tanning Sessions for $15

10 pm-2 am

Massage
Body waxinq
Facials

810 Port Republic Rd.
Suite M
Harrisonburg VA 22801
432-5544
www.tanglesdayspa.netflrms.com

style extra

Euery Thursday

J
Full Service S;
Salon Olf|*ftj:
Hair
Nails
Tanning

«?/A\,

mi Ladles 216Up Free Until 11

northern Exposure
Grill
1221 Forest HIM Road
Harrisonburg, Virginia
(540) 442-8550

'

China £<X42AeAA

(540) 568-9899

Chinese Restaurant

1031 Porl Republic Rd
nexl to Food Lion

*-. JttitmUf

tlO.OO Minimum ■ limilmi i4t*a

Open 7 days a wee* nil 1 am

._ _

Get a Free T-Shirt
when you order $50 or more!

Special Combination Platters

All Entra-M ta>rv«d with Frltsd Rice. Spring Roll. & Soup.
^n'y

Cholc« o. Soup: Wonton. Egg Orop or Hot & Sour

SCI
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
"SC8
"SC7

see
see
SC10
8C11

"scu
•SC13
SC14
'SC15

scie

OlJWeM Broccoli
Portt, Chictuan. Bewl or Shrimp Chow Metn
Sweat and Sour Chicken
Swaee and Sour Pork
Moo Goo Dei Pan
Chlckan with Garlic Sauce
Hunan Chicken
Portt with Mixed Vegetables
Mixed China** Vegetables
Hunan VegeublM
Cbtckan with Cashew Nuts
Kung Pao Chicken
Szechuan Chicken
Almond Chicken
Hunan Bawl
Pepper Steak

SCI 7

Beef with Broccoli

•SCI8 Siechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
*SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
SC21

Hunan Shrimp

SC22

Triple Dekghi

' SC23 General Tso'» Chicken
SC24

Sesame Chicken

SC25

Four Seasons

SC26 Pork. Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
' indicates SpKy (can be altered to laste)

See blggtr menu in JMU phone book
Credit cards accepted

Lunch Specie! from 9335 ll-Apm
We do not accept checks
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